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Abstract
The aim of this project was to investigate a combinatorial optimization problem
stated by Global Genomics AB [1]. The problem has its background in genomics,
and is part of a new method for measuring gene expression levels. This method
involves experiments as well as post processing of the experimental data. The
experiments take a cell sample as input, and the output is incomplete information
about the genes expressed in the sample. To estimate the gene expression levels
from this information, it has to be matched with a gene database. Since the
experimental data is incomplete, there are many possible matchings. The problem
investigated in this project is to find the best matching between the experimental
data and the gene database, using some different local search techniques.
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Document description: The aim of the project described in this report is to investigate a
combinatorial optimization problem stated by Global Genomics AB [1]. Three ways of
solving this optimization problem have been outlined in a paper that we will refer to as the
genfunk paper [2]. The three different methods are mixed integer programming, constraint
programming and local search. The mixed integer approach has already been implemented by
Mats Carlsson [3], and this report describes the implementation of a local search method. The
first chapter of this report is an introduction. It contains some basic concepts of molecular
biology and genomics as well as a description of Global Genomics’ method for measuring
gene expression levels. Chapter 2 is a description of the optimization problem and some other
issues, such as pre-processing of data. Chapter 3 is a presentation of how we have solved the
pre-processing problem. The following three chapters deal with the optimization problem,
where the chapters 4 and 5 are a theoretic description of how the problem can be solved,
including a mathematical model of the problem. Chapter 6 on the other hand is description of
the actual implementation of a local search algorithm for the optimization problem. The
performances of the implementations from chapter 6 are presented in chapter 7. Moreover,
chapter 7 contains an evaluation, where the performance of our program is compared with the
mixed integer programming solution. Chapter 8, the last chapter, is a summary of the project
with some possible improvements.
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1. Background
The combinatorial optimization problem that this project is about is part of a new biological
method of measuring gene expression levels in cell tissue. This chapter is intended to give a
biological background of the problem, which is useful when we are trying to solve it. The
chapter is divided into two sections. The first is a short introduction to genetic information in
cells, whereas the second section is a description of Global Genomics’ method for measuring
gene expression levels.

1.1 Biological Background
Every multi cellular organism is built out of many different kinds of cells, for example skin
cells, blood cells and liver cells. Even though these cells may look very different they, as all
cells in an organism, contain the same genetic information. The properties of a cell are
determined by the proteins in it. These proteins are produced from small sequences of genetic
information, genes. All genes are not always being translated into proteins, which implies that
a protein that is produced in one cell could be absent in another. This explains why cells from
the same organism can have different properties. Moreover, the cell is dynamic in the sense
that it can change its properties during time, or as a response to the environment. This is done
by a gene regulating mechanism that can turn off some genes previously translated into
proteins, and turn on others. Bellow is a more detailed description of the genome, how it is
used in the cell and the role of the gene regulating mechanism. The following two sub
sections, on genetic information and protein synthesis, are based on [4].

Genetic information
Organisms can be divided into two groups when looking at the cell structure, prokaryotic and
eucaryotic. The prokaryotic organisms are bacteria and arceo-bacteria, all others are
eucaryotic. The eucaryotic cell is more complex than the prokaryotic, and one of the main
differences between these types of cells is that eucaryotic cells have a nucleus. Genetic
information usually lies in the chromosomes, which are built out of DNA (deoxyribonucleic
acid). A prokaryotic cell has only one chromosome, whereas a eucaryotic may have several.
The chromosomes in a eucaryotic cell are located in the nucleus. Besides the chromosomes,
genetic material can be found in plasmids in prokaryotic organisms and in mitochondria and
chloroplasts in eucaryotes. The whole sequence of DNA for a certain organism is called
genome. The genome holds all genetic information of an organism.
DNA is one of two nucleic acids in a cell. The other one is RNA (ribonucleic acid). Both of
these are needed for handling the genetic information, but in different ways. The DNA stores
the genetic information whereas RNA is necessary for expressing the information stored in the
DNA. The genetic information is encoded in parts of the DNA and RNA called nucleotides.
There are several different nucleotides, the ones in the DNA and RNA are called adenine,
cytosine, guanine and thymine and uracil. They are divided into two groups, purines and
pyrimidines, where purines are bigger and pyrimidines are smaller. Adenine and guanine are
purines and cytosine, thymine and uracil are pyrimidines. DNA is a double stranded molecule,
where the two strands wind around each other forming a double helix. The strands are made
up of deoxyribose-phosphate and have a polarity, which means that the two ends of a strand
are not identical. The two ends of a strand are called 5' and 3', where the 5' end is usually seen
as the start. Moreover, the two DNA strands have opposite polarity, so the 5' end of one strand
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is paired with the 3' end of the other. The strands are connected by pairs of nucleotide bases.
DNA use four bases: adenine, cytosine, guanine and thymine, which are usually written A, C,
G and T. Each base in a DNA molecule is attached to a strand and to a complementary base,
and the resulting structure resembles a twisted ladder. The nucleotide bases are arranged so
that adenine is always paired up with thymine, and cytosine with guanine. Therefore, the
nucleotide sequence on one strand is always the complement of the nucleotide sequence on
the other strand. Since the interesting part of the DNA is the sequence of base pairs, it is often
represented as just a sequence of bases, for example AATTCG... By convention, such a
sequence is written from the 5' end to the 3' end.
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fig 1.1  Two different views of the structure of DNA.

The structure of RNA is similar to that of DNA, with some important differences: Unlike the
DNA, RNA usually consists only of one strand with bases attached to it. The bases are almost
the same as for the DNA, except that instead of thymine the RNA has uracil (U). Another
difference is that RNA molecules typically are much smaller than DNA. DNA can have
billions of bases, whereas RNA rarely has more than thousands.

The protein synthesis
As mentioned before, the properties of a cell are determined by the concentration of different
proteins in it. Proteins are large and seemingly complex molecules, but they are all built in a
simple way. Every protein consists of many small building blocks, amino acids, combined in a
long chain. There are twenty different amino acids, and a protein contains from tens to
thousands of them. A cell has to produce proteins in order to gain the special properties that it
is supposed to have. The production of proteins in a cell is called protein synthesis, in which
the information encoded in DNA is translated to a corresponding sequence of amino acids, a
protein. Not all the DNA in the chromosomes holds information about proteins. A piece of
DNA that is used to build one protein is called a gene. Thus the protein synthesis is the
process where a gene is expressed as a protein in a cell.
The protein synthesis is rather complicated and involves several steps. It differs between
organisms, especially between prokaryotes and eucaryotes. The following is a brief
description of the protein synthesis for eucaryotes. In the first step a working copy of a gene is
created, in the form of RNA. This RNA is called pre-messenger RNA, or pre-mRNA. The
pre-mRNA is created from DNA by an enzyme called RNA polymerase. The RNA
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polymerase recognizes a specific sequence of bases on the DNA, at the beginning of the part
that is going to be transcribed. This sequence is called the promoter region. Then the RNA
polymerase makes a complementary copy of the DNA strand opposite to the one that is
transcribed. That is, a C in the DNA sequence gives a G in the RNA, a G gives a C, a T an A,
and an A a U. The pre-mRNA is synthesized from its 5' to its 3' end, and therefore has the
opposite direction to the DNA template. The transcription continues until the RNA
polymerase finds a termination region on the DNA. The result will be a copy of the gene,
except that all instances of thymine are replaced with uracil.

 start

5'                  3'

                 5'
3'

 region transcribed into mRNA

promoter region termination region

fig 1.2  A gene. Only the part between start and the termination region is transcribed.

The pre-mRNA undergoes several changes and becomes an mRNA molecule in the second
step of the protein synthesis. First a cap (a 7-methyl-guanosine molecule) is attached to the 5'
end of the pre-mRNA. Then, a poly-A tail is attached to the 3' end of the pre-mRNA. This tail
consists of a strand with a sequence of adenine bases attached to it, typically between 40 and
200 bases long. It has several purposes: to stabilize the mRNA, to make it easier for it to leave
the nucleus and to regulate the deterioration of the mRNA. During this phase the pre-mRNA
may also undergo splicing. Splicing is a step where parts of the pre-mRNA that are not needed
later in the protein synthesis are removed. The parts that are removed are called introns, and
the remaining parts needed in the protein synthesis are called exons. After these modifications
the resulting mRNA molecule leaves the nucleus so that it can be translated.

           Intron             Exon    Intron
                5' 3'

mRNA after splicing,
adding the cap, and 

   5' 3' adding the poly-A
A A A . . . . . . . . A A string

   Cap

pre-mRNA
                    Exon

fig 1.3  After the pre-mRNA is transcribed it is spliced. Also a poly-A string and a cap is added.

The next step is translating the mRNA into proteins. For translating a mRNA molecule to a
protein, a mapping between mRNAs and proteins is needed. This mapping is almost identical
for all organisms and is called the genetic code. The genetic code maps groups of three bases
from the mRNA to an amino acid. Such a group of bases is called a codon, and is written from
5' to 3'. Each codon has three bases, and there are four possibilities for each base, so there are
43 = 64 different codons. Since there are only 20 different amino acids making up the proteins,
several codons can code for the same amino acid. Moreover, there are three stop codons,
UAG, UGA and UAA. These do not code for an amino acid, but instead terminate the
translation. The complete genetic code for eucaryotic organisms is shown in the table below.
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First base                      Middle base Last base
U C A G

             U Phe Ser Tyr Cys U
Phe Ser Tyr Cys C
Leu Ser Stop Stop A
Leu Ser Stop Trp G

            C Leu Pro His Arg U
Leu Pro His Arg C
Leu Pro Gin Arg A
Leu Pro Gin Arg G

            A Ile Thr Asn Ser U
Ile Thr Asn Ser C
Ile Thr Lys Arg A
Met Thr Lys Arg G

            G Val Ala Asp Gly U
Val Ala Asp Gly C
Val Ala Glu Gly A
Val Ala Glu Gly G

fig 1.4  The genetic code for eucaryotic organisms.

The actual translation from mRNA to protein takes place in the ribosomes. For this, another
kind of RNA, called transfer RNA or tRNA is needed. There are at least 50 different species
of tRNA, and each has an amino acid attachment site. This is a site where a specific amino
acid can attach to the tRNA. Each tRNA molecule also has an anticodon, which is a
nucleotide sequence matching the codon on the mRNA. In the ribosomes, the mRNA is read
one codon at a time. A tRNA whose anticodon matches the codon of the mRNA connects to
it. Attached to this tRNA is an amino acid, which then is added to the protein. Then another
codon is read, and another tRNA carries its amino acid to the right position. The translation
goes on until a stop codon is reached. At that point both the new protein and the mRNA are
released from the ribosome. This means that a mRNA molecule can be used several times, for
making many copies of the same protein. After some time the mRNA is decomposed, and
cannot be used anymore. There are several factors controlling how fast the mRNA is being
decomposed, one is the poly-A tail. The longer the poly-A tails the longer time it takes for the
mRNA to vanish.
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fig 1.5 The translation of mRNA.

Gene regulation
The concentration of different proteins in a cell at a given time affects the future behavior of
the cell. Since the amount of different proteins in a cell depends on which genes are being
expressed, the concept of gene expression levels is introduced. The expression level for a
certain gene is the amount of proteins currently produced from it. For a cell to work properly,
it sometimes needs to change its gene expression levels. For example, a cell must be able
change its characteristics during time, or as a response triggered by things happening in its
environment. Also, if some gene in the cell is currently producing too much of a certain
protein it should be turned off. This is done by a built in gene regulating mechanism,
described in [5].
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In the protein synthesis, an RNA polymerase has to bind to a promoter region just before the
start of a gene. Otherwise that gene can not be expressed. Thus, preventing the RNA
polymerase to bind to its promoter region can turn off a gene. By helping the RNA
polymerase to bind, the gene expression level is increased. For any gene there are some
different proteins that can connect to the promoter region. Some of them prevent the RNA
polymerase to bind, so they decrease the gene expression level. Others can attract RNA
polymerase and thus increase the transcription rate.
This means that the concentration of proteins in the cell determines which genes are to be
expressed. Since proteins are produces from genes, actually the genes in a cell regulate each
other. For example the concentration of a certain protein can be kept constant if it decreases
the expression level of the gene it came from. The gene regulation also makes it possible for a
gene to activate other genes. Because of this, the production of a certain protein can, in a
series of steps, make the cell evolve in a new direction.
Gene regulation is a complex mechanism, not fully understood. It has to be studied to get a
better understanding of how cells work, and to be able to do this, gene expression levels have
to be measured. One method for measuring gene expression levels will be described below.

1.2 Global Genomics’ method for measuring gene expression levels
Global Genomics is developing a new method for measuring gene expression levels in cells.
Starting with a tissue sample containing mRNA, the method finds the expression levels of all
genes in it. The result is obtained after a number of experiments and calculations. Since our
algorithm uses experimental data from the Global Genomics method, we will have to deal
with some specific biological properties. Therefore it is necessary to present some important
concepts and steps in the method. See [1] for a more detailed description. The rest of this
section is a step by step description of how Global Genomics method works, and what the
experimental data means.
The experiments start out with a tissue sample, usually hundreds of cells or more, and mRNA
is extracted from it. Then small magnetic beads with strings of DNA attached are added to the
mRNA. The DNA strings on the beads are poly-T sequences, where each such sequence is
terminated by a specified base that is not T. The last, non-T, base in the sequence is known
and is the same for all DNA strings from a bead. When the mRNA is exposed to the beads and
the poly-T strings, the mRNA molecule will attach to a poly-T string if the base just before
the poly-A string on the mRNA matches the non-T base at the end of the poly-T string. The
non-T base at the end of the string is called sub-frame, and is known in an experiment. Only
the mRNA molecules that match the sub-frame are attached to the beads. The remaining
mRNA molecules are washed away.

       5'                   3'
notA  A . .  . . . . A A
notT   T . . . . . . . . T T T T T

sub-frame                  3'                  5'

  DNA string attached to bead
             magnetic bead

mRNA strand

base matching the sub-frame

fig 1.6  The mRNA connected to the bead with the poly-T string.

After that, the resulting structure is transformed into cloned DNA, or cDNA. This is done in
two steps. First, a DNA strand complementary to the mRNA is built up using the enzyme
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reverse transcriptase. In the second step, the mRNA strand is replaced by the corresponding
DNA sequence. In the process the mRNA strand has to be cut at the 5’ end so that the DNA
strand opposite to the mRNA can be used as a template. When the DNA is synthesized the
mRNA is pushed away. Since not all of the mRNA is replaced there is still a small piece of
mRNA left in the cDNA. However, this is not a problem since it will be removed later in the
process.

                    5'                   3 '

                   3'                  5'

             magnetic bead

DNA strands             mRNA piece

fig 1.7 cDNA with a small piece of mRNA.

So far we have described a standard method of obtaining cDNA from a sample with mRNA.
The following steps described below are more specific for the Global Genomics’ method.
In the next step, a restriction enzyme1 is added to the cDNA. These enzymes recognize a
specific, 5 bases long sequence in the cDNA, called the recognition sequence. When the
restriction enzyme finds such a sequence, it cuts the cDNA. The cDNA is cut at a given
distance from the recognition sequence. On the strand with the restriction sequence, the cut is
always downstream (that is, in the 3' direction) from the recognition sequence. Moreover the
two strands are not cut in the same place, so one strand will be longer than the other. The part
of the longer strand that is not matched by the other strand is called overhang, and is four
bases long. Depending on which strand the recognition sequence is on, there are two possible
ways the cDNA is cut. In both cases the result will be similar, with the overhang positioned on
the same strand.

    overhang

       5'                   3'
     X X X X notA  A . .  . . . . A A

 X X X X X notT   T . . . . . . . . T T T T T
3'                  5 '

             magnetic bead

      5 '                   3'
    X X X X X      X X X X notA  A . .  . . . . A A

notT   T . . . . . . . . T T T T T
      3 '                  5 '

             magnetic bead
             sub-frame

             sub-frame        recognition sequence

recognition sequence          overhang

fig 1.8  The two possible ways that the restriction enzyme can cut the cDNA. In both cases the result is similar.

The next step in the process is to add a piece of DNA called ligation fragment. The ligation
fragment has, just like the cDNA, a four base overhang called head-frame. For a ligation
fragment, the sequence of bases in the head-frame is known. If the head-frame matches the

                                                                
1 Global Genomics uses so-called Type II S restriction endonucleases, or interrupted palindrome endonucleases,
but other enzymes could be considered instead.
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overhang of the cDNA, the ligation fragment and cDNA connect. When this happens, the four
bases in the overhang of cDNA can be determined. This is possible because the overhang of
the cDNA is the complement of the head-frame. Thus, at this point, five base pairs are known
in the DNA sequence which consists of the cDNA together with the ligation fragment: four
bases in the head-frame and the single base that is the sub-frame.

      5'                   3'

     X X X X notA  A . .  . . . . A A
     X X X X notT   T . . . . . . . . T T T T T

      3'                  5'

             magnetic bead
             sub-frame

       ligation fragment

                   head-frame

fig 1.9  The ligation fragment attached to the cDNA.

Next, all cDNA with ligation fragments attached are amplified using the PCR method [6].
This method requires that the nucleotide sequences at both ends of the cDNA are known.
Since the cDNA has a poly-A (and matching poly-T) sequence on one end, and the ligation
fragment on the other, both ends are indeed known. Using the PCR method, only the cDNA
with ligation fragments are amplified. The amplification does not affect the other cDNA
without ligation fragments. Even if there are only a few cDNA with ligation fragments before
the amplification, these can be copied millions of times. This makes it possible to select and
amplify only the DNA with the right head-frame and sub-frame. Even if the concentration of
DNA with these properties is initially very low, it can still be analyzed after amplification.
This makes it possible to analyze the concentration of mRNA in the original sample, even for
genes with very low expression levels.
Finally, the lengths of the fragments are measured in a capillary electrophoresis machine. This
machine measures how long it takes for a fragment to travel through a capillary, and from this
information the length of the fragment is calculated. It takes more time for a long fragment to
move through the capillary than for a short one. The output of the machine is a graph that for
each length shows the number of fragments with that length. The length of a fragment is
defined as in the picture below.

      5'                   3'

 notA  A . . . . . .  A A
     X X X X notT   T . . . .  T  T

      3'                  5'

 
 

                  head-frame

         length

             sub-frame

fig 1.10 The length of a fragment is the number of bases from the first base in the head-frame to the sub-frame.

So far we have only described one experiment. Many more experiments have to be conducted
in order to amplify and measure all mRNA in the sample. Therefore a sample examined using
this method is at first divided into many smaller parts, where each of these small sample parts
corresponds to an experiment. In each experiment one can choose between 3 restriction
enzymes, 3 sub-frames and 44  head-frames. This means that all mRNA in the sample can be
measured in a total of 2304433 4 =⋅⋅  experiments.
The information from all experiments gives the number of fragments with a certain length,
enzyme, head-frame and sub-frame. Every fragment comes from mRNA in the sample. If
there is information about the genome of the organism that the sample was collected from,
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one can find the genes that a fragment could have been created from. How this is done will be
described in more detail later. Using this strategy, there may be many genes associated to each
fragment. The problem is now to find the best way of matching all fragments with the genes.
This is the optimization problem that we will try to solve.
The Global Genomics method involves many complicated experiments. Therefore there are
many different error sources. The measuring of lengths in the capillary electrophoresis
machine can introduce small errors in fragment length. Moreover, the information about the
genes is not always complete. Another type of error occurs because bio-chemical reactions
don’t always work as expected. For example, a ligation fragment sometimes connects to a
piece of cDNA even though the overhangs don’t match. The optimization problem and the
effects of the error sources will be described in detail in the next chapter.
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2. Problem description
This chapter gives a detailed description of the main topic of this project, the combinatorial
optimization problem. Another issue discussed in this chapter is the problem of representing
the data in a suitable way, which requires some pre-processing. But first of all we need to
examine the experimental data and the database, and introduce some new concepts.

2.1 Experimental data
The data from the experiments comes in a raw form and has to be processed before it can be
used to solve the matching problem. Moreover, the data can contain errors and uncertainties
that must be dealt with. The following is a description of the raw data obtained from the
experiments and a discussion about various sources of error.

Data formats
The experimental data contains information about the numbers of fragments with different
lengths, head-frames and sub-frames detected using different enzymes. For each given
combination of enzyme, head-frame and sub-frame, a graph can be constructed. In this graph
the fragments are divided into different classes depending on their lengths. The experimental
data comes in the form of peaks in such graphs, where a peak represents a (high) amount of a
certain kind of fragment.

number of
fragments

                 length

fig 2.1  Peaks in a graph showing the distribution of fragments with different lengths. There is one graph for each
combination of enzyme, head-frame and sub-frame.

A specific enzyme is used in every experiment, and all peaks for fragments with a certain
head-frame and sub-frame are found. An example of what the data can look like is given
below.

PPL
WELL K01
CAPILLARY 013
MAXSIZE511
MINSIZE58
ENZYME FokI
FRAME AACC-C
DYE 2
PEAKS
Peakno Size Area Height Begin Center End
0 121 2197 353 2611 2615 2664
1 124 580 206 2664 2666 2761
2 131 1736 373 2761 2767 2768
3 131 1431 439 2768 2770 3700
4 188 647 206 3700 3704 3705
5 189 779 181 3705 3706 3726
6 190 1572 233 3726 3731 4205
7 220 109 109 4205 4206 14331
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fig 2.2  Part of the result from doing Global Genomics experiment on a yeast sample (from the file
GG_yeastI.pls)

The data in the example is the result of an experiment using the enzyme FokI, which finds all
fragments with the head-frame AACC and sub-frame C. There are 8 peaks, given by the rows
0 to 7 in the table. The columns in the table show different attributes of the peaks. The
interesting ones are size and area. The area of a peak is the number of fragments belonging to
it, and is a measure of the expression levels of the genes that the fragments came from. The
size of the peak is the length of the fragments, and is used to determine which genes might
have been observed in the peak. For this problem, we are only interested in the size and the
area. The four other columns can be omitted.2 Thus, for each peak we have the following
information:

• peak number - an id of the peak
• enzyme - the restriction enzyme that was used
• head-frame - the head-frame of the fragments observed in the peak
• sub-frame - the sub-frame of the fragments observed in the peak
• size - the length of the fragments observed in the peak
• area - the number of fragments observed in the peak

Error sources
There is a number of error sources in the experiments. One is the measuring of peak areas. In
the current setup, the peak areas are reproducible to up to a factor of two. Another error source
is the measuring of fragment lengths. The capillary electrophoresis machine has a variability
of about 15% of a base. Moreover, the computation from observations (the time it takes for
the fragment to pass through the capillary) to the length of the fragment can introduce some
errors. The fact that some fragments tend to curl up gives another error. This makes fragments
of the same length travel at different speeds through the capillary. It's hard to tell how serious
these errors are, but we must make sure that the method for matching peaks with genes that
we are going to develop isn't too sensitive to these errors.
Another situation where errors can be introduced is when the ligation fragments are added to
the cDNA. Ideally, the two DNA sequences should attach if the overhangs are
complementary, for example TCGC and AGCG, but not otherwise. This is not entirely true
though. In cases where some bases match and some don't, there is still a possibility that the
DNA sequences combine. The chance of this happening seems to be especially high if all
bases match, except the last ones on the 3' end of the overhang. In that case the probability
that the DNA sequences will attach is in the order of 10%. This means that the same peak can
appear in several frames. For example, a peak with head-frame TCGC, can also appear (but
with lower area) in frames ACGC, CCGC and GCGC. To take care of this problem, we need
to have a pre-processing step that finds all such ‘ghost peaks’ and removes them from the
data.
There are two other things of interest in fig 2.2, namely the numbers MAXSIZE and
MINSIZE. In the example above the MAXSIZE of a peak is 511 and the MINSIZE is 58. This

                                                                
2 Note that two peaks can differ in the last four columns, but have the same Size value. This means that there are
two distinct peaks with the same enzyme, the same head- and sub-frame and the same length.
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means that only fragments whose lengths are in the interval [58,511] are detected in the
experiment. This interval may vary. Typically the shortest fragments detected have lengths of
about 10, and the longest about 1000. The machine cannot detect fragments shorter than
MINSIZE. Also, the length measurements get more and more uncertain the longer the
fragments are. If the fragments are longer than MAXSIZE, the measurements are considered
so uncertain that they are not used. There is also the possibility that the capillary
electrophoresis machine fails for some experiments, for example if a capillary breaks. So, for
one reason or another, there may be some fragments that are not detected. Each gene present
in the sample should be observed in exactly three distinct peaks, one per enzyme. But since
some fragments are not detected, some peaks can be missing even though we expect them to
be there.

2.2 The database
The experimental data is not very useful in itself. It has to be compared with what is already
known about the organism that is being examined in the experiments. The information about
the organism’s genome is stored in a database, and the following is a description of its
contents. The information in the database may sometimes be incomplete or wrong, so a
discussion of different sources of uncertainty is also needed.

Data formats
Information about the genes of different organisms is stored in databases. We will have access
to two different databases, which contains information about the genome for yeast and mouse.
The databases have the same structure regardless of what genome it stores. There are six
different tables in the database: frames, enzymes, orfs, gg_genes, fragments and polya. The
tables and the fields in them that are important for this project are described below. Some of
the tables are built up by information from other ones. The dependencies between the tables
are shown below.

fig 2.3 The structure of  the tables in the database. The polya table is independent of the others.

One way of setting up the database is to start with the table frames. The frames table consists
of two fields, and contains all possible combinations of the bases in the head- and sub-frame.
Because of the biological properties of the frame, a base in the head-frame can be any of
A,T,C and G whereas the base in the sub-frame may not be T.

frames
sequence A string of five letters on the form XXXX-X, where the first four letters are the bases

in the head-frame and the last one is the sub-frame, ordered from 5’ to 3’.
frame_id A unique number for every possible sequence.

    orfs

 gg_genes

fragments   polya

 enzymes  frames
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After this, the enzymes table can be constructed. This table contains all the important
properties of the existing restriction enzymes, such as what sequence they recognize and
where they cut the DNA strands. The pictures below show how an enzyme can cut the DNA,
and the data stored in the enzymes table.

5'                 3'

  X X X X X

3'                  5'

  lower cleavage site

5'                 3'

X X X X X
3'                  5'

           restriction enzyme

   lower cleavage site

           upper cleavage site

                        upper cleavage site
   restriction enzyme

fig 2.4 The two ways DNA can be cut by an enzyme. In any case the lower cleavage site contains four bases less
than the upper cleavage site.

enzymes
name The name of the restriction enzyme. There are three different enzymes: FokI, BbvI

and BsmaI.
recognition_site A sequence of bases from 5’ to 3’, which represents the bases that an enzyme

recognizes.
upper_cleav_site The number of base pairs between last base pair in recognition site and cleavage site

in the same strand as the recognition site.
lower_cleav_site The number of base pairs between last base pair in recognition site and cleavage site

in the strand opposite to the recognition site.

The tables with information about genes are created in several steps, starting with the table
orfs. An open reading frame, ORF, is a piece of DNA that stretches from a start codon until
the next stop codon in the sequence. This means that every gene can be associated to some
ORF in the genome.

           start codon              stop codon

ATG AGG GGA . . .                   TAA
012 345 678 . . . 

          stop position

fig 2.5 An open reading frame, ORF.

The table orfs stores information about all open reading frames for an organism.

orfs
orfn A unique identifier for the ORF.

sequence The sequence of bases from 5’ to 3’ in an ORF.
stop_position The position of the stop codon.
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The table of all possible genes, gg_genes, is constructed from the orfs table. The poly-A site is
positioned after the stop codon in a gene and thus not included in the ORF. This means that
every ORF has to be extended with a number of bases in order to contain the poly-A site. The
table gg_genes stores all open reading frames extended with the 1000 bases following directly
after the stop codon.

gg_genes
gg_gene_id  A unique identifier for each gene.

sequence The sequence of bases from start to stop extended with the 1000
bases after the stop codon.

stop_position The position of the stop codon, same as for the ORF.

A gg_gene is divided into a number of fragments when a restriction enzyme is applied to it. It
is these fragments that are used when we want to match experimental data with genes. The
picture below shows what a fragment can look like.

            5'                  3'

 X X X X
    X X X X

               3'                  5'

      start of gg_gene

012 345 678 ..
ATG AGG GGA ..

  head-frame

        the cleavage site is the position of this base 

               max length

fig 2.6  A fragment.

The table fragments holds information about all possible fragments. It is created from the
tables with information about gg_genes, frames and enzymes.

fragments
enzyme The enzyme used when creating this fragment.

gg_gene_id The gene that the fragment comes from.
cleav_site The position of the upper cleavage site for the enzyme, that is the first position of

the first base in the fragment.
frame The head-frame for the fragment, that is the complement of the four first bases in

the fragment.
max_length The maximal length a fragment can have. A fragment is shorter than the maximal

length if the poly-A site is somewhere in the middle of the fragment.

One more table is needed in the database, namely the one with information about the poly-A
sites. That table is called polya and it holds information about all sites in the genome where
poly-A strings are attached when genes are being transcribed. Poly-A sites are not always
exactly known, so the uncertainties about them are also in the table. The polya table doesn’t
depend on any other table and hence it can be set up at any time.

polya
gg_gene_id The gg_gene that the poly-A site is connected to.

position The probable position of the poly-A site with respect to the start of the gg_gene.
quality_exp Uncertainty of the poly-A site.
quality_alg Uncertainty of the poly-A site.
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Only some of the tables will be interesting later on when the peaks are matched with the
database. These are frames, enzymes, fragments and polya.

Error sources and incomplete information
The following is a summary of the discussion in the genfunk paper [2] of error sources and
uncertainties in the data. The information about the genes stored in the database may be
incomplete for various reasons. For example, some genes may not be present in the database
at all. There might also be alternative splicings of the same gene, and some of these may be
missing in the database. Different splicings of the same gene will result in different mRNA,
and in different fragments in the experiments. A splicing missing in the database could
therefore lead to a possible solution to the matching problem being overlooked.
There are several problems concerning the poly-A sites. One of them is that the poly-A site is
not always uniquely defined for a gene. Depending on the concentration of different enzymes
in a cell when a gene is being transcribed, the same piece of DNA can produce different
pieces of pre-mRNA. Sometimes the termination region is ignored, and the transcription
continues until it reaches the next termination region. This means that the same gene can
produce mRNA molecules with different lengths, and thus with different poly-A sites. Also,
even for two identical pre-mRNA molecules, the poly-A string may not always be attached at
exactly the same position for both of them. This variation in the position of the poly-A site
can sometimes be up to four bases long. Another problem is that we don’t always have
complete information about the poly-A sites. We might for example know that there is poly-A
site within a certain interval, or we might not have any information about the poly-A site at
all. In that case the best we can do is to assume that the poly-A site is somewhere between the
stop codon and 1000 bases downstream in the 3’ direction. Another problem with the poly-A
sites is that some of them can be missing in the database. Since a gene with different poly-A
sites gives different fragments, a missing poly-A site can lead to possible matchings being
absent.
A problem of a different kind is the information about the sequences of bases in the genes.
This information may not be complete all the way to the end. Also, the information in the
sequence may be wrong for two different reasons. One reason is that errors might have been
introduced during the sequencing of the genome. Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)
are another source of uncertainty. SNPs means that the genes can differ between individuals
of the same species. This means that the genes in the sample might not match the genes in the
database. For the human genome, the rate of SNP is about one in 1500 bases. Errors in the
sequence information will not cause any problems unless they appear in the recognition
sequence or the head- or sub-frames. If we assume an error rate of 1/1500 for each base, the
probability that all ten base pairs in the recognition sequence and the frame are right is

94.0)1500/11( 10 ≈− . This estimate gives us a 6% error rate.

2.3 Representations of genes
It is important to distinguish between the biological concept of genes and how we represent
them. Biologically, a gene is sequence of DNA coding for a certain protein (see section 1.1),
but information about genes is often incomplete and ambiguous. Our representation of a gene
has to take into account all uncertainties about poly-A sites discussed in the previous section.
One way of doing this is to represent a gene as several intervals where the poly-A site might
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be. The representation must also contain information about the sequence of bases from the
start codon to the last possible poly-A site.

            5'     3'

                start

ATGAGGGGA ..

                possible poly-A sites

fig 2.7  A gene with several possible poly-A sites.

Information about genes, as they look in the picture above, is stored in the database in the
tables gg_genes and polya. However, readings of the same gene with different poly-A sites
are in fact quite analogous to separate genes. Therefore it is a good idea to decompose the
genes into smaller parts, which are easier to handle in the optimization problem. Two new
concepts, t-genes and u-genes, are introduced for handling this in the genfunk paper [2]. They
are described below.

Two representations of genes
There are at least two different conceptual views that can be used to represent the uncertainty
about positions of poly-A sites in genes. One way is to represent a gene as several transcribed
genes, or t-genes. Every t-gene corresponds to a possible ending of the gene, a poly-A site,
and contains information about the position of that site. Because of the uncertainty of poly-A
sites, a t-gene doesn’t have any exact position. Instead it holds information about an interval
[min, max] in which the poly-A site is definitely included. A t-gene contains more information
than just the poly-A site interval. A formal definition of t-genes follows below.

Definition 2.1 A t-gene is a tuple (ID, s, pos, min, max), where ID is a unique identifier, s is a
string of nucleotides, pos is the most likely position of the poly-A site, min is the furthermost
possible position of the poly-A site in the 5’ direction and max the furthermost possible
position in the 3’ direction.

            5'     3'

 max    min     pos

                start

ATGAGGGGA ..

              poly-A site

fig 2.8   A t-gene.

Another way to represent genes is to divide every t-gene into a number of unambiguous
genes, or u-genes. There is one u-gene for every possible poly-A position in the interval of the
t-gene. The u-genes can also be defined in a formal way.

Definition 2.2 A u-gene is a tuple (ID, s, pos), where ID is a unique identifier, s is a string of
nucleotides and pos is the fixed position of the poly-A site.

            5'     3'

                start    position of poly-A site

ATGAGGGGA ..

fig 2.9  A u-gene.
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Because of the ways in which t-genes and u-genes are constructed, the relations between
genes, t-genes and u-genes are very simple, as shown in fig 2.10.

                start

gene             5'             3'

ATGAGGGGA ..

    t-genes             5'   3'             5'             3'

ATGAGGGGA .. ATGAGGGGA ..

   u-genes             5' 3'             5'  3'

ATGAGGGGA .. ATGAGGGGA ..

            5'           3'             5'             3'

ATGAGGGGA .. ATGAGGGGA ..

            5'  3'

ATGAGGGGA ..

                 3 bases              2 bases

fig 2.10  A gene with two possible poly-A sites can be divided into several t-genes and u-genes.

Choice of representation
The concepts of t-genes and u-genes are constructed so that they contain the same
information, but in different ways. The choice of representation depends on the choice of
method for solving the optimization problem. It is convenient to use u-genes in the mixed
integer programming solution, whereas t-genes will be used in the local search approach. It is
important for us to be able to test our solution against the mixed integer method on the same
data, which means that we want to be able to represent the same data both as t-genes and u-
genes. As it is now, genes from the tables gg_genes and polya in the database are turned into
u-genes in a pre-processing step described in section 2.4. Since we are going to use t-genes
instead of u-genes, we need an additional pre-processing where u-genes are transformed into
t-genes without loss of information. How this can be done is discussed in section 2.5.

2.4 Existing pre-processing
The experimental data comes in a raw form that isn't suitable to use directly when solving the
matching problem. Moreover, the database contains lots of information about the genes, so the
relevant information somehow has to be extracted. This implies that some sort of pre-
processing of the input data is needed before the matching problem can be solved. Such a pre-
processing, which finds possible matchings between peaks and u-genes, is already provided
by Global Genomics. It takes the raw data from the experiments, extracts the necessary
information from the database, combines the information from the experiments and database
and presents it in a form suitable for the program solving the matching problem. The existing
pre-processing can be divided into two major parts: building the graph of all possible
matchings between u-genes and peaks and then dividing the graph into smaller subsets.

Building the graph
In this part of the pre-processing, all possible matchings between peaks and u-genes are
found. This is done in a series of steps. First, a .pls file holding the experimental data is read
and the useful information about the peaks is extracted. Then, for each peak, all fragments that
might match that peak are retrieved from the database. Since we want to match the peak with
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u-genes and not fragments, every fragment is decomposed into several u-genes, one for each
possible fragment length. When the fragments have been made into u-genes, the concept of a
possible match, a link, between a peak and a u-gene can be defined.

Definition 2.3 There is a link between a u-gene and a peak if the following conditions hold:

i) There is a recognition sequence for the enzyme in the peak within about 1000 base
pairs upstream from the poly-a site of the u-gene.3

ii) The overhang on the u-gene left by the restriction enzyme used in the peak has to be
the same as the head-frame of the peak.

iii) The base just before the poly-A site on the u-gene has to be the same as the sub-frame
of the peak.

iv) The distance of between the poly-A site and the spot where the enzyme cuts the u-gene
has to be close to the length of the peak.

The definition above is taken from the genfunk paper [2], and it is a bit vague since it uses
words like ‘about’ and ‘close to’ in conditions i) and iv). In fact we don’t know the exact
values that are actually used in the existing pre-processing that is provided by Global
Genomics, but the definition at least gives us some idea.
By using the definition above, all possible matchings between u-genes and peaks can be
found. The result of these matchings is a bipartite graph, with u-genes on one side, peaks on
the other side and links between them.

          u-genes           peaks

fig 2.11 A graph with all possible links between the u-genes from the database and the peaks from the
experiments.

Note that all peaks in the experiments will appear in the graph, but not all possible u-genes. A
link between a u-gene u, and a peak p in this graph represents the fact that p might have been
an observation of u. Thus, the graph contains all known ways to assign u-genes from the
database to the peaks observed. The graph has the same structure even if it contains t-genes
instead of u-genes and the matching problem that will be discussed later is about finding the
best way of assigning t-genes to the peaks, given a bipartite graph.

Clustering
In the second part of the existing pre-processing the graph of all possible matchings is divided
into smaller parts. This can be done since the graph is usually not connected, i.e. there are
several disjoint subsets of the graph that do not interfere with each other and can be solved
independently. Such a subset is called a cluster, and a cluster is in fact the set of all peaks and

                                                                
3 Equivalent to saying that the fragment can’t be longer than about 1000 base pairs, when it is cut with the
enzyme used in the peak. This has to do with the limitations of the capillary electrophoresis machine.
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u-genes that are connected. An example of what a clustering can look like is shown in fig
2.12. The clustering can be done in a similar way even if there are t-genes instead of u-genes
in the graph.

          u-genes           peaks           u-genes           peaks

fig 2.12 The graph in fig 2.11 decomposed into two disjoint clusters.

The clustering of a graph is useful since it can be used to decompose the problem into several
smaller sub problems. Instead of finding the best way to match genes to the peaks for the
whole graph, each cluster can be solved independently of the others. The result of the
clustering is the final result of the pre-processing, and the next section describes how it is
presented.

Output
When the graph is constructed and the clustering is done, the data is written to a file. Since the
clusters are represented as Prolog facts, the file has the post- fix .facts. There are five different
types of facts: u-genes, peaks, links, nands and end. These facts look are described below in
the same order as they appear for every cluster in the .facts file.

• u-gene facts:  gene(g_pa_id, gg_gene_id, pa_pos).
g_pa_id is an id for the u-gene, unique within the cluster
gg_gene_id  is a number representing which gene the u-gene originates from
pa_pos  is the position of the poly-A site, counting from the start of the u-gene

• peak facts: peak(peak_id, area, enzyme).
      peak_id is an id for the peak, unique within a cluster
      area is the peak area
      enzyme is the restriction enzyme associated with the peak (FokI, BbvI or BsmaI)
• link facts: link(g_pa_id, peak_id, penalty).
      g_pa_id  is the u-gene a the end of the link
      peak_id  is the peak at the other end of the link

penalty  is the penalty associated with the link.4

• nand facts: nand(g_pa_id1, peak_id1, g_pa_id2, peak_id2).
g_pa_id1 and peak_id1 represents the first link

   g_pa_id2 and peak_id2 represents the second link
• end facts: end.

                                                                
4 This is a measure of how probable the link is, based on the difference in the lengths of the u-gene and the peak,
and on the number of peaks with different enzymes that the u-gene is connected to in the graph.
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It is clear what the facts about u-genes peaks and links represent, but as we have seen there are
two more types of facts in the .facts file. The nand fact is representing information about
mutually exclusive links. It states that two links may not be used at the same time when genes
are assigned to peaks. The end fact just represents the end of a cluster.
The existing pre-process is made especially to fit with Mats Carlssons mixed integer solution
[3]. This means that the output is not ideal for us, so we will need to modify the pre-
processing step. The next section describes these modifications.

2.5 Additional pre-processing
There are many ways of doing the pre-processing. For our purposes, the best thing would be
to produce t-genes instead of u-genes directly from the tables in the database. However, it is
important that we can create both u-genes and t-genes from the same genes since we want to
compare our method (that uses t-genes) with the mixed integer solution (that uses u-genes). In
this section we will assume that genes from the database are processed as in section 2.4. Thus
the main problem is to transform u-genes into t-genes, and the aim is to obtain a file that looks
like the .facts file but contains information about t-genes rather than u-genes.

Merging u-genes into t-genes
As we have seen in section 2.4, the u-genes are divided into clusters. We want to have the
same kind of structure for the t-genes. This means that we not only want to merge u-genes
into t-genes, but also u-gene clusters into t-gene clusters.
Every t-gene can be identified with a unique poly-A site. This makes it easy to create a t-gene
by merging all u-genes with the same poly-A site as the t-gene. Unfortunately, no information
about the poly-A site for a u-gene is available in the current setup. This problem can be dealt
with in two ways. Either we try to merge u-genes without the information about poly-A sites
for u-genes, or we will have to modify the pre-processing of section 2.4 so that the
information that we need is added. The first approach can possibly introduce some new errors
into the t-gene file, whereas the other one assures us that the resulting t-gene file is correct.

2.6 The optimization problem
This section is a more formal description of the matching problem and the requirements on
our program. This is just one possible presentation of the problem, and there are of course
other ways. The way of modeling the problem described below is based on the bipartite graph
with t-genes and peaks constructed in the pre-processing. From this information we want to
find the correct matching, i.e. the t-genes that were actually observed in the peaks and their
expression levels. Unfortunately, it is not always possible to find the correct matching, and
even if we do we cannot be sure that the matching we have found is right one. Therefore we
introduce the concept of possible solutions to the matching problem. The goal is then to find
the optimal solution, the solution satisfying the matching problem the best. Thus, we have an
optimization problem, and to formally define this problem we need to define what a possible
solution is, and a cost function that tells us how good a given solution is. Apart from the
definition of the optimization problem, we will also discuss some difficulties that we will
encounter when trying to solve it.
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The graph
The model of the graph is based on the data obtained from the pre-process. The graph consists
of all possible ways to match the peaks and the t-genes. From this information we want to find
the correct matching, i.e. the t-genes that were actually observed in the peaks. In a correct
matching, any t-gene that was actually observed has exactly three links, one to a distinct peak
per enzyme.

First, let Tgenes and Peaks be the sets of t-genes and peaks and in a cluster and let every peak
p have the area pA . A link can be represented as a pair ),( pt , where PeakspTgenest ∈∈ , .

Let the set of links in the graph be denoted Σ . Every link l has a length error penalty lP  that
denotes the difference in length between the t-gene and the peak. The sets Tgenes, Peaks and
Σ  make up the bipartite graph described above. Besides the graph, we also have the set
Nands, consisting of pairs of links ),( 21 ll , where Σ∈21 ,ll . If Nandsll ∈),( 21 , the links l1 and
l2 cannot both be part of a solution to the matching problem.

Solutions

The solution to the matching problem can be represented as a tuple ),( Eσ , where Σ⊆σ  and

+→ RTgenesE : . In this tuple, a link σ∈),( pt  represents the fact that p is an observation of
t. E is simply the expression levels: each t-gene has a non-negative expression level. By using
the knowledge about the solution to the matching problem, it’s possible to restrict the set of
possible solutions and only consider the ones that satisfy some basic conditions. The most
important condition is that if a t-gene was observed using one enzyme, it should have been
observed using the other enzymes as well. This means that any t-gene either has no links at
all, or exactly three links, one to a distinct peak per enzyme.

Definition 2.4 A solution is a tuple ),( Eσ , where Σ⊆σ  and +→ RTgenesE : , satisfying
the following conditions:

i) For each Tgenest ∈  either there are no links between t and any peak p in σ , or there
are exactly 3 links σ∈),(),,(,),( 321 ptptpt , so that the enzymes of the peaks 21, pp
and 3p  are all different.5

ii) For each peak p there exists a t-gene t so that σ∈),( pt .
iii) For every pair of links σ∈21 , ll , the pair Nandsll ∉),( 21 .
iv) For each t-gene t, we have that all peaks p such that σ∈),( pt  have the same sub-

frame.6

There are also some additional conditions that we can put on a solution, concerning the length
penalty and the area error. If they are fully satisfied, we say that the solution is perfect.

                                                                
5 It is not always possible to satisfy this condition since there may be dark peaks not detected in the experiments.
For now we can assume that there are no dark peaks.
6 This condition might also be difficult to satisfy since the poly-A site doesn't always appear at exactly the same
location. See section 2.2.
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Definition 2.5 A perfect solution is a solution ),( Eσ , satisfying the conditions:

v) For every link σ∈l , 0=lP .

vi) For every peak p, ∑
∈

=
σ),(:

)(
ptt

p tEA

Condition v) gives the error between observed and predicted peak lengths and vi) gives the
area error. Any solution that is not perfect has an error in at least one of the equations in v) or
vi). The errors can be used in a cost function, in order to get an estimate of how good different
solutions are. Thus the goal is to find a solution ),( Eσ that is satisfying conditions v) and vi)
as good as possible with respect to the cost function. Given the set Sol of all solutions, every
solution can be evaluated using a cost function. The cost function can be defined the
following way.

Definition 2.6 A cost function +→ RSolcost :  assigns a score to a possible solution. Let S be
any solution ),( Eσ  and let F be a non-negative function. Then a cost function can be defined

by ))(,,()( kEAPFStcos
jpi= , where TgeneskPeaksjLinksi ≤≤≤≤≤≤ 1,1,1 .

The solution that gives the best score is called an optimal solution for the cost function. It is
important to note that the optimal solution is depending on the cost function. This implies that
it is important how the cost function is defined. In fact there are many ways of doing this,
which is discussed in more detail in section 4.3. Now we are ready to define the optimization
problem that we will try to solve.

Definition 2.7 (Problem definition) The optimization problem is the problem of finding the
optimal solution with respect to some cost function in a graph with matchings between t-genes
and peaks.

Difficulties
There are many difficulties that make it hard to solve the optimization problem. These
difficulties depend on both the method that is going to be used for solving the problem and the
choice of representation of genes. Here we present the most important difficulties when using
t-genes in our local search approach.

1. The areas of peaks may be wrong and some peaks may even be missing (see section 2.1).
This can give us a graph where some t-genes have less than three links, since some of the
links may go to peaks that are missing.

          t-genes           peaks

fig 2.13 A graph can look like this if a peak is missing.
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2. T-genes can be missing in the database (see section 2.2). This can result in a graph where
the unknown t-gene has one link to a peak in the cluster. The other two links can go to
any peaks with enzymes different from that of the first peak, even to peaks in other
clusters.

          t-genes           peaks

     peaks with the same enzyme

              missing t-gene

fig 2.14 A t-gene is missing in the graph, and its links are indicated with dotted lines.

3. The variation, up to four bases long, of the position of the poly-A site for identical
fragments (see section 2.2) can also be a problem. Under these circumstances a t-gene may
produce several fragments that are not identical, which can give us multiple links from the
same t-gene to different peaks under the same enzyme. It can be hard to distinguish this
problem from the previous since the structure of the graphs can be the same in both cases.

          t-genes           peaks

     peaks with the same enzyme

fig 2.15  The variation of the position of the poly-A site can give a graph that looks like this.

4. In some cases the optimization problem is underdetermined, which can give many optimal
solutions. When this happens, we must come up with some way of reporting this
phenomena, and not just taking one arbitrarily chosen one.

5. The clusters can be very large, with hundreds maybe thousands of t-genes. It is a hard task
to find optimal solutions in clusters of that size. Even if we just try to find some
acceptable solution, we have to make sure that the program is efficient both in speed and
memory.

How the optimization problem is solved, and what impact the difficulties above have on our
solution will be discussed later in this text.
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3. Pre-processing
As described in section 2.5, we need to pre-process the data to get it in a form that is suitable
for our approach to the optimization problem. The aim of this pre-processing is to obtain
information about all possible matchings between t-genes (instead of u-genes) and peaks in an
experiment. We will solve this pre-processing problem by starting with .facts files (created by
some existing pre-processing, see section 2.4) and modifying them. Since the .facts files
contain information about matchings between u-genes and peaks, our task is to create a new
file with t-genes instead of u-genes without loss of information. This chapter is a description
of our implementation of this additional pre-processing and its drawbacks.

3.1 Implementation
Our implementation of the pre-processing is written in Prolog [7], and this section is a
demonstration of how our pre-process works (on a simple example), along with a description
of the output format. The implementation is described in more detail in the documentation of
our program7. The .facts files that we are starting with, that are very important in this section,
are described in detail in section 2.4.

Merging u-genes, clusters and links
We will describe how our program works by looking at a small example. In this example, the
.facts file consists of three clusters. In reality, there are thousands of clusters in the .facts files,
and many more u-genes.

Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3

gene(0, 1442, 254). gene(0, 6512, 221). gene(0, 10728, 1451).
gene(1, 16846, 254). gene(1, 6512, 222). gene(1, 1442, 256).

gene(2, 6512, 223).
peak(0, 111, 'foki'). peak(0, 107, 'foki').
peak(1, 2202, 'foki'). peak(0, 7242, 'foki'). peak(1, 107, 'bsmai').
peak(2, 111, 'bbvi'). peak(1, 7242, 'bbvi').
peak(3, 2202, 'bbvi'). link(0, 0, 0.121568627451).
peak(4, 111, 'bsmai'). link(1, 0, 0.141176470588). link(1, 0, 0.482352941176).
peak(5, 2202, 'bsmai'). link(2, 0, 0.0823529411765). link(0, 1, 0.121568627451).

link(0, 1, 0.152941176471).
link(0, 0, 0.0). end.
link(1, 1, 0.138039215686). end.
link(0, 2, 0.0).
link(1, 2, 0.138039215686).
link(0, 3, 0.0).
link(1, 3, 0.138039215686).
link(0, 4, 0.0).
link(0, 5, 0.0).

end.

fig 3.1  A small .facts file

It is possible to obtain information about the t-genes from all the u-genes in the file above,
since a t-gene is a representation of a possible poly-A site for a gene. This means that u-genes
that come from the same gene and have poly-A positions very close to each other are likely to
come from the same t-gene. Hence, the u-genes in cluster 2 can be merged into one single t-
                                                                
7 The program tfacts_gen.pl does the pre-processing.
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gene in fig 3.1 above. U-genes can be merged into t-genes even though they are not in the
same cluster. This implies that also the clusters have to be merged. This is the case with
cluster 1 and 3.  When u-genes are merged, there is also a possibility that the links from the u-
genes also must be merged in some way. This happens when u-genes that are being merged
have links to the same peak, and this can be done in different ways. Our way of doing this is
to select the link with the least penalty as the resulting link for the t-gene in the .tfacts file.
When all u-genes, clusters and links have been merged, a file with the suffix .tfacts is created.
The .tfacts file that is created form the .facts file in fig 3.1 is shown below.

Cluster 1 Cluster 2

tgene(0,1442,254,256,255). tgene(0,6512,221,223,222).
tgene(1,16846,254,254,254).
tgene(2,10728,1451,1451,1451). peak(0, 7242, 'foki').

peak(1, 7242, 'bbvi').
peak(0, 111, 'foki').
peak(1, 2202, 'foki'). link(0, 0, 0.0823529411765).
peak(2, 111, 'bbvi'). link(0, 1, 0.152941176471).
peak(3, 2202, 'bbvi').
peak(4, 111, 'bsmai'). end.
peak(5, 2202, 'bsmai').
peak(6, 107, 'foki').
peak(7, 107, 'bsmai').

link(0, 0, 0.0).
link(0, 2, 0.0).
link(0, 3, 0.0).
link(0, 4, 0.0).
link(0, 5, 0.0).
link(0, 6, 0.482352941176).
link(1, 1, 0.138039215686).
link(1, 2, 0.138039215686).
link(1, 3, 0.138039215686).
link(2, 6, 0.121568627451).
link(2, 7, 0.121568627451).

end.

fig 3.2  The .tfacts file that corresponds to the .facts file from fig 3.1.

Note that not only the genes, but also the links, are changed in the pre-processing. The data in
the .tfacts files are described in detail below.

Output
The .tfacts files contain almost the same Prolog facts as the .facts files, as shown in fig 3.2.
The only difference is that the t-gene and link facts have more fields. All fields in the .tfacts
files are described below.

• t-gene facts: tgene(g_pa_id, gg_gene_id, min, max, pos).
g_pa_id  is an id for the t-gene, unique within the cluster. Not necessarily the same as
the id for the u-gene. 

   gg_gene_id is a number representing the gene that the t-gene originates from.
   min is the smallest possible poly-A site for the t-gene.

max is the biggest possible poly_A site for the t-gene.
pos is the most likely poly_A site for the t-gene.

• peak facts: peak(peak_id, area, enzyme).
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peak_id is an id for the peak, unique within a cluster
area is the peak area
enzyme is the restriction enzyme associated with the peak

• link facts: link(g_pa_id, pa_pos, peak_id, penalty).
g_pa_id  is the id for the t-gene at one end of the link
pa_pos is the poly-A position of the one of the u-genes with a link to the peak peak
that was merged into the t-gene with g_pa_id  that had the least penalty on the link.
peak_id is the peak at the other side of the link
penalty is the penalty associated with the link, selected as the least of the penalties of
all links from the u-genes merged into this t-gene and the peak with peak_id in the
.facts file.

• nand facts: nand(g_pa_id1, peak_id1, g_pa_id2, peak_id2).
g_pa_id1 and peak_id1 represents the first link
g_pa_id2 and peak_id2 represents the second link

• end fact: end.

As in the .facts file, the nand fact represents information about mutually exclusive links, but
we have seen that g_pa_id1 and g_pa_id2 are the same and that the peaks represented by
peak_id1 and peak_id2 have the same enzyme, in all nand facts in the .tfacts files. This
implies that the nand facts are no longer needed after the pre-processing.

3.2 Problems
The reason why we have chosen the method described above for the pre-processing is because
it is quite easy to implement. The alternative would be to start form scratch and do everything
ourselves. But as we will see below, our implementation of the pre-processing has some
drawbacks.
One problem is that we don’t know the poly-A sites for the u-genes, and thus not the t-gene
that it shall be associated with. This makes it hard to merge u-genes in a correct way. We
solve this problem by merging all u-genes that are ‘close to’ each other, since such u-genes
are likely to have the same poly-A site. Therefore, we introduce a constant that is the
maximum distance between adjacent u-genes that belong to the same t-gene. This constant
will be denoted MaxD, and should probably be set to a value between 0 and 10. The choice of
this constant is crucial for how the .tfacts file will look. If the value is too big, u-genes will be
merged into t-genes even though they have different poly-A sites. The result of this will be
that some t-genes are missing in the .tfacts file, as shown in fig 2.14. Another problem is that
a big value on the constant increases the size of the clusters, and makes the optimization
problem harder to solve. If the value of the constant is to small on the other hand, we don’t get
correct t-genes in the .tfacts file. There might be several t-genes that have the same poly-A
site, which contradicts our model of the problem. In chapter 7 a good value for MaxD will be
decided experimentally (see section 7.2).
Another problem is that our implementation depends on the .facts files. Since we don’t know
exactly how the existing pre-processing works, we don’t know how it could be changed so
that we get all information that we need, for example abut poly-A sites for u-genes.
The result of our pre-processing is that some new errors are introduced, no matter how good
the constant is chosen. We will always choose a quite small value on the constant, since a big
value may introduce missing t-genes and large clusters that are hard to solve.
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4. The optimization problem
This chapter is a theoretical description of the combinatorial optimization problem and the
methods that we used to solve it. The first section is a mathematical model of the problem,
which shows one way of constructing local search methods. The following two sections deal
with the problem of evaluating potential solutions to the optimization problem efficiently. The
two final sections in this chapter give a description of different local search heuristics and the
complexity of the problem.

4.1 A mathematical model
This section contains a mathematical model of the problem that is a foundation for the local
search algorithms described later in the chapter. The most important definition in this section
is that of assignments. Assignments are generalizations of the solutions defined in section 2.6.
The assignments are important since they form the search space for our local search. This
means that a step in the local search will correspond to a move from an assignment to some
other (nearby) assignment. Therefore, neighbourhoods of assignments are also defined.

As in the problem description, the set of all possible links is denoted by Σ . The first three
definitions make it easier to give a short definition of an assignment.

Definition 4.1 Let Enz be a function N→TgenesEnz : , so that )(tEnz is the number of
different enzymes for all peaks p, where Σ∈),( pt .

Definition 4.2 A t-gene t is on in a subset Σ⊆σ  if there is some link σ∈),( pt .

Definition 4.3 A t-gene t is off in a subset Σ⊆σ  if σ∉⇒Σ∈ ),(),( ptpt .

The definition of an assignment below is central for our local search approach. Later we will
show how to associate a solution that is as good as possible with every assignment. This
makes it possible to restrict our search space to the set of all assignments instead of all
solutions.

Definition 4.4 An assignment is a subset Σ⊆σ  that satisfies the following condition: Every
t-gene t that is on in σ  has exactly )(tEnz  links ),(),...,,( )(1 tEnzptpt , so that the enzymes of

the peaks )(1 ,..., tEnzpp  are all different.

The following three definitions give us some functions that will be useful when we are
defining the neighbourhood of an assignment, i.e. the set of assignments that are ‘close to’ a
given assignment.

Definition 4.5 Let offϕ  be a function, so that }in   from links all{),( σσσϕ ttoff −= . offϕ  is
called the off function.
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Definition 4.6 Let onϕ  be a function so that ton t σσσϕ ∪=),( , where tσ  is a set containing
Enz(t) links ),(),...,,( )(1 tEnzptpt so that the enzymes of the peaks )(1 ,..., tEnzpp  are all

different. onϕ  is called the on function.

Definition 4.7 Let flipϕ  be a function, so that



 ∈

=
                                                                     otherwise,

enzyme same  thehave ' and  that so),(link  a is  thereif,'
))',(,(

definednot
pppt

ptflip
σσ

σϕ

where )}',{()}),{((' ptpt U−= σσ .  flipϕ  is called the flip function.

The functions onoff ϕϕ ,  and flipϕ  are defined so that they map an assignment to another
assignment as shown in the lemmas below.

Lemma 4.1 Let Σ⊆σ  be an assignment. Then ),( toff σϕ  is an assignment for all t.

Proof: }in   from links all{),( σσσϕ ttoff −=  by definition. The assignment condition from
Definition 4.4 holds forσ , and when all links from a t-gene is removed the condition still
holds, so ),( toff σϕ  is an assignment.

Lemma 4.2 Let Σ⊆σ  be an assignment. Then ),( ton σϕ  is an assignment for all t.

Proof: ton t σσσϕ ∪=),(  by definition, where tσ  is some set that is containing )(tEnz  links

),),...(,( )(1 tEnzptpt  and the enzymes of the peaks )(1 ,..., tEnzpp  are all different. This means

that tσ  is an assignment. The union of two assignments with different t-genes on is an
assignment, so tσσ ∪  is an assignment.

Lemma 4.3 Let Σ⊆σ  be an assignment. Then ))',(,( ptflip σϕ  is an assignment for all
Σ∈)',( pt  for which t is on in σ .

Proof:  Consider any t-gene t that is on in σ . Since σ  is an assignment we know that there
are )(tEnz  links ),(),...,,( )(1 tEnzptpt  so that the enzymes of the peaks )(1 ,..., tEnzpp  are all
different. This means that given any link Σ∈)',( pt  there is some link σ∈),( pt so that p

and 'p  have the same enzymes. Then, by definition '))',(,( σσϕ =ptflip  where
)}',{()}),{((' ptpt U−= σσ . When ),( pt  is replaced with )',( pt , the assignment condition is

still satisfied since p and 'p  have the same enzymes. Hence, ))',(,( ptflip σϕ is an assignment.

The following lemma tells us that starting with an assignment, that assignment can be flipped
into any other assignment with the same t-genes on. Moreover, the result of every flip is an
assignment.
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Lemma 4.4 If the assignments Σ⊆σ  and Σ⊆*σ  have the same n t-genes on, then there is a
sequence of links 11,..., −mll  that gives a sequence of assignments *,...,1 σσσσ == m  where

1),( += iiiflip l σσϕ , for 11 −≤≤ mi .

Proof:  By induction on the number of t-genes that are on in σ  and *σ .
:0=n  Holds since σ  and *σ  are the same (empty) assignment.

kn = : Assume that the lemma holds for all assignments with the same k t-genes on. Let 1+kσ

and *
1+kσ  be assignments with the same 1+k  t-genes on. Now take any t-gene t that is on in

1+kσ  and *
1+kσ . Then kkoff t σσϕ =+ ),( 1  and **

1 ),( kkoff t σσϕ =+  are assignments with the same

k t-genes on by Lemma 4.1. The induction hypothesis gives a sequence 11,..., −mll of links and

a sequence *
11

,..., kkkk m
σσσσ ==

−
 of assignments so that

1
),(

+
=

ii kikflip l σσϕ .

Now consider kk σσα −= +1  and **
1

*
kk σσα −= + . α  and *α  are assignments with only the t-

gene t on, so )},(),...,,{( )(1 tEnzptpt=α  and )},(),...,,{( *
)(

*
1

*
tEnzptpt=α  where ip  and *

ip

have the same enzyme. Then the sequence ),(),...,,( *
)(

*
1 tEnzptpt  of links gives the sequence

*
1)(1 ,..., αααα == +tEnz  of assignments, when the flip function is applied to the links, one at a

time. The claim is now that the sequence ),(),...,,(,,.., *
)(

*
111 tEnzm ptptll −  of links will give us

the sequence of assignments by using the flip function. Starting with the assignment 1+kσ , we

get the sequence *
1

***
1 ,...,,..., ++ =∪∪∪= kkkkk σασασασσ . Since 1+kσ  is an assignment,

all other elements listed in the sequence are also assignments by Lemma 4.3.

The off, on and flip functions are used to define neighbours and neighbourhoods of
assignments.

Definition 4.8 An assignment Σ⊆'σ  is a neighbour of Σ⊆σ  if one of the following
conditions hold:

i) There is a t-gene t that is on in 'σ  so that '),( σσϕ =toff .

ii) There is a t-gene t that is off in 'σ  so that '),( σσϕ =ton .
iii) There is a link Σ∈l  so that '),( σσϕ =lflip .

Definition 4.9 The set of all assignments which are neighbours of σ  is called the
neighbourhood of σ , ).(σNeigh

Note that )(σσ Neigh∈ , since σσϕ =)),(,( ptflip  for all σ∈),( pt .

The theorem below states that it is always possible to reach any assignment in a graph by a
local search, if the neighbourhoods are defined as above.
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Theorem 4.1 If Σ⊆σ  and Σ⊆*σ  are assignments, then there is a sequence of assignments
*

1,..., σσσσ == n , so that )(1 kk Neigh σσ ∈+ , for all k so that nk <≤1 .

Proof:  Let 
ioffoff tt ,...,

1
 be all the t-genes that are off in σ  but on in *σ , and let 

jonon tt ,...,
1

be

all t-genes that are on in σ but off in *σ . Then, starting from σ , we can construct a sequence

jiii ++ σσσσσ ,...,,,...,, 11 , by first turning off the i t-genes, and then turning on the j t-genes.
Of course every assignment in the sequence is a neighbour of the assignment to the left. Now,

ji+σ  has the same t-genes on as *σ  and by Lemma 4.4 there is a sequence

*...,, 1 σσσσ =+++++ kjijiji  which are also neighbours. The two sequences put together give us
the result.

Given two assignments, it can be interesting to know how far away from each other they are.
Therefore we define the distance between assignments.

Definition 4.10 The distance )',( σσd  between two assignments σ and 'σ  is the number of
assignments in the shortest possible sequence ',...,1 σσσσ == n  so that )(1 kk Neigh σσ ∈+ ,
for all k so that nk <≤1 .

The following lemma and theorem gives a result of the maximal distance between any two
assignments in the graph. That distance can give an estimate of the least number of steps
needed in a local search.

Lemma 4.5 If σ and 'σ  have the same n t-genes on, then nd 3)',( ≤σσ .

Proof:  If a sequence of assignments ',...,1 σσσσ == m  is constructed as in the proof of
Lemma 4.4, then we see that )(1 kk Neigh σσ ∈+  for all k so that mk <≤1 . Moreover, every t-
gene t that is on in σ and 'σ  gives at most three new assignments in the sequence, since

3)( ≤tEnz . The result follows since σ and 'σ  have n t-genes on.

Theorem 4.2 Let n be the number of t-genes on in Σ . Then nd 4)',( ≤σσ  for any two
assignments Σ⊆',σσ .

Proof:  Starting with σ , we need to turn on or off at most all n t-genes to get to an assignment

kσ  that has the same k t-genes on as 'σ , so nd k ≤),( σσ . Then it follows from Lemma 4.5
that kd k 3)',( ≤σσ . Moreover we know that nk ≤ , so we get the inequality

nknddd kk 43)',(),()',( ≤+≤+≤ σσσσσσ .

4.2 Assignments and solutions
The search space will be the set of all assignments (as mentioned in the previous section) in
1the local search methods, but the goal is to find the solution to the optimization problem. It is
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not sure that the definition of assignments is really needed, but this section gives a motivation
for our choice of search space and the consequences of that choice.
There are several reasons why we want to perform the local search on the set of assignments
instead of the solutions. The first is that the set of assignments in a cluster always is finite,
whereas the set of solutions always is infinite. This means that the search can be done in
discrete steps. Another reason is that it is quite easy to define neighbourhoods of assignments
and to show that all assignments can be reached in a local search, as in Theorem 4.1.
Having the search space defined as the set of all assignments, we need some way of
associating assignments with solutions. Solutions are almost the same thing as assignments,
the main difference is that solutions have expression levels of all t-genes. Moreover, solutions
must satisfy the conditions i)-iii) of Definition 2.4. This implies that there are some
assignments (violating at least one of the conditions), which can not be made into solutions.
However, for all other assignments we must have some method of associating a unique
solution to every assignment. Moreover, we want that solution to be the best possible solution
for that assignment. As we will see in the next section, the problem of finding the best
solution for an assignment can also be solved with a kind of local search algorithm.
We need some way of comparing assignments in the local search so that we can tell which
one is the best. This is why the cost function is introduced. The cost for an assignment that
doesn’t satisfy the conditions of a solution will be very high, indicating that it is a ‘bad’
assignment, whereas ‘better’ assignments have lower costs. The cost function is described in
the next section.

4.3 The cost function
We need a way to evaluate assignments in the local search algorithms. For this, a cost
function is used. It is a mapping from assignments to real numbers, where low values indicate
that an assignment is ‘good’ and high values that the assignment is ‘bad’. The cost function is
similar to the one defined in chapter 2, but with some important differences. Unlike the
function in Definition 2.6 that was defined only for solutions, the cost function is defined for
all assignments. This makes the function a bit more complicated, as we will see below. The
cost function is made up from three components: the length error, the area error and the peak
error. First each of these components is discussed, then the cost function itself.

The length error
The length error is a measure of how well the lengths of the t-genes and peaks in an
assignment fit. It is based on of the differences between the lengths of the fragments in the
database (representing the t-genes) and the lengths of the peaks. Each link (t,p) has a certain
penalty representing how well the t-gene t fits the observed peak p. (Penalties are introduced
in section 2.6.) The total length error for an assignment is simply the sum of the penalties for
all links in that assignment.

Definition 4.11 Let σ  be an assignment. Then the length error for σ is defined as

∑
∈

=
σ

σ
l

lL PF )(  where lP  is the length error penalty for link l.
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The area error
The area error indicates how close the predicted peak areas are to the measured peak areas.
Unlike the length error and the peak error, the area error involves not only an assignment but
also the expression levels of the t-genes. Therefore, we must have a solution in order to
compute the area error. A method for obtaining solutions from assignments is given below. It
is important to note that is not always possible to compute solutions from assignments by
calculating the expression levels. This is because the assignment itself (the set of links), has to
satisfy some conditions (stated in Definition 2.4). If these conditions are not satisfied we
cannot compute a solution, and the area error is therefore not defined for such assignments.
The basic idea is simple: Given an assignment and the measured peak areas, we want to find
as good values for the expression levels as possible. That is, we want to find values that
minimize the difference between the measured peak areas and the predicted peak areas. The
problem of computing the expression levels given an assignment is actually an optimization
problem in itself. First, we need some basic definitions.

Let σ  be an assignment satisfying the conditions i)-iii) in Definition 2.4. This implies that all
peaks has links to them, and let Tgenesn =  and Peaksm = . From now on we will assume
that the t-genes are named 1,...,1,0 −n  and the peaks are named 1,...,1,0 −m . This makes the
indexing in the rest of this section easier.

Since the peaks and t-genes are named as above, the measured peak areas can be represented
as a vector [ ]T

mAAA ,...,1=  and the expression levels as a vector [ ]Tnxxx ,...,1= .

In this section we will represent the assignment σ  as a matrix with m  rows and n  columns.
The matrix is called the link matrix L, and we have that
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where 1=ptl  indicates that σ∈),( pt and 0=ptl  indicates that σ∉),( pt .

If L is a link matrix and x the expression levels for all t-genes, the predicted area of a peak p is
given by the sum ∑∑

∈∈

==
Tgenest

tpt
ptt

tp xlEE
σ),(:

.

Since the peaks are named from 0 and up, the vector Lx will contain the predicted peak areas
of all peaks, so what we are looking for is a vector x, satisfying the equation ALx = .
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Most of the time it will not be possible to find expression levels x fully satisfying the equation
above. Instead, we want to find a vector minimizing some error function based on Lx and A.
One way of doing this is described below.

Estimating expression levels for assignments
The problem of finding the expression levels x minimizing some error function is an
optimization problem in itself. Throughout the search, such an optimization problem has to be
solved each time the area error is computed. This means that we need a method that is able to
solve a continuous n-dimensional optimization problem rather fast. Since the data (the peak
areas) isn’t very exact, the method should also be robust.
We use the conjugate gradient method [8] for doing this in our implementation. This method
performs a search through the n-dimensional space, given an error function and its gradient,
starting out with any vector in the space. The gradient is used to determine the direction of the
search in each step, and then another algorithm8 is used to determine how big the step should
be. It is important to note that the conjugate gradient method is a search method and can get
stuck in local minima. This means that using this method, we are not guaranteed to find the
best expression levels for a given assignment. Also, if there are many equally good vectors x
close to each other (i.e. if there is a valley or a plateau) the conjugate gradient method only
finds one arbitrary such vector. This situation may arise when the equation system Lx = A is
underdetermined, and it is discussed further in section 6.5. There are many possible error
functions for the equation system Lx = A. One requirement is that the function has a global
minimum when the expected and predicted areas are the same. As we will se in the next
section, the choice of the error function is crucial when using the conjugate gradient method.

Error functions for the conjugate gradient method
There are two more requirements for the error functions used in the conjugate gradient
method, apart from the one discussed above. The first is that the error function should be
differentiable, since we also need to compute its gradient. It is also important that the area
function and the gradients are as simple as possible, so that the evaluation can be implemented
efficiently.
There are several possibilities when selecting the error function, and we will describe some of
them. The error functions will be called iF  in this section, and the gradient is a vector
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The easiest error function is the sum of the squares of the distances between the measured and
the predicted peak areas, i.e. the Euclidean distance between the two vectors A and Lx.

Definition 4.12 Let the error function 1F  be defined as ∑ ∑
= =
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8 In our case Brents algorithm [8].
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In this error function as in the following ones the constants si makes it possible to weight the
sum, so that some peaks are more important than others. However, in our implementation, we
will always choose the set si to 1 for all peaks. A problem with this error function is that it
makes it possible for x to have negative components. Negative components should not be
allowed, since they represent negative gene expression values, which don’t make sense. One
way of overcoming this problem is to add an extra error for every negative component in x.
Another improvement to the error function is to normalize the error function, so that peaks
with small measured areas will count as much as peaks with large areas. This altered version
of 1F  is given below:

Definition 4.13 The error function 2F  is defined as ∑∑∑
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where { }0: <= ixiN , and D is some positive constant.

The gradient of 2F  is 
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In the definition above it is important to choose a good value for the constant D. If it’s to
small the conjugate gradient method might still find expression values with negative
components. In our implementation, the value of D is 100.

A different kind of error function is the log-normal error function9.

Definition 4.14 Let the error function 3F  be defined as ∑
=
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In both formulas, pE  is the predicted peak area of the peak p as defined above. There are
several comments to this error function. First, it also allows x to have negative components,
and this must be taken care of somehow. Second, unlike 1F  this function doesn’t need
normalization. Third, it requires that 0>pE  for all peaks p. Otherwise evaluating the
function involves taking the logarithm of zero or of a negative number, so the error will be
infinite or undefined. Thus, if this error function is used we must make sure that 0>pE .

Also, when 3F  was tried out in practice, it didn’t perform very well. The reason for this is that

                                                                
9 This function is proposed in the genfunk paper [2]
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3F  is very steep when the values of pE  approach 0, and very flat when pE  is big. This gives

the derivatives very big negative values for small values of pE  and values close to 0 for big

values of pE  as shown in fig 4.1. This makes it hard for the conjugate gradient method to
estimate how big the next step should be. Another problem is that this error function gives a
higher penalty when the value of pE  is too low, than when it is too high, since the function is

logarithmic. This implies that we often find values on pE that are too big when using this
function.
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fig 4.1  A plot of F3 in the one-dimensional case with Ap = 1.

One way to overcome these problems is to change the coordinate system, so that the scale on
the x-axis becomes logarithmic. This makes the log-normal function quadratic (see fig 4.2
below).
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fig 4.2  A plot of the same function as in fig 4.1, but with logarithmic values on the x-axis.

The transformation gives us a slightly different error function, which we will deduce below.

Definition 4.15 Transform the vector x by letting tt xx logˆ =  for each t-gene t.   

Now the predicted peak areas pE  can be written as ∑ ∑
= =
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Definition 4.16 With the transformed expression levels, x̂  the log-normal error function 4F
is defined as
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The gradient of 4F  is 
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This function is equivalent to 3F  except that the coordinate system has been changed. To use
this function, )ˆ(4 xF  is evaluated instead of )(3 xF . Thus, the x̂  vector giving the optimal
value for )ˆ(4 xF  has to be transformed back to obtain the vector x giving the optimal value for

)(3 xF . This is done using the fact that tx
t ex ˆ=  for every t-gene t. Note that the vector x will

not contain any negative elements, so it is not necessary to handle this in any special way. But
it is still necessary to make sure that 0>pE , for the same reason as for 3F .

We will try the functions 2F  and 4F  in our implementation. From now on we will refer to 2F
as the quadratic error function, whereas 4F  is called the log-normal.

Computing the area error
Once the expression levels have been computed for an assignment, computing the area error is
straightforward. The area error is simply defined as the smallest possible value of the error
function in the conjugate gradient method. (This is quite logical since the goal of the
conjugate gradient method is to find the expression levels minimizing the area error for an
assignment.)

Definition 4.17 Let σ  be an assignment, and let E be the expression levels computed with the
conjugate gradient method with an error function f. Then the area error AF  of the assignment
is defined as )()( EfFA =σ .

Note that the area error is undefined if the assignment σ  doesn’t satisfy the conditions i)-iii)
of Definition 2.4.

The peak error
Not all assignments satisfy the condition that all peaks have t-genes connected to them. For
assignments where there are peaks with no t-genes, the area error is undefined (see below). In
such cases, instead of the area error we want to compute something called the peak error. That
is, for each assignment we either compute the area error or the peak error. The peak error is a
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measure of the number of peaks that are not connected to any t-gene. Assignments where all
peaks have t-genes connected to them are considered better than assignments where there are
peaks without t-genes. Therefore, the lowest possible peak error will always be greater than
the highest possible area error in our implementation. The peak error is defined below.

Definition 4.18 Given an assignment σ , let the set uncovered be defined as

{ }σσ ∈¬∃∈= ),(:::)( ptTgenestPeakspredncoveu

That is, )(σedncoveru  is the set of all peaks that are not connected to any t-genes in the
assignment σ .

Definition 4.19 Given an assignment σ , the peak error PF  is

CedncoveruFP ⋅= )()( σσ

Here C is a constant bigger than the biggest possible area error. The peak error is simply this
constant multiplied with the number of uncovered peaks.

The cost function
Now that the length error, peak error and area error have been defined, it is possible to define
the total cost for an assignment. The cost function is basically just a weighted sum of the
components described above. There are two cases. The first is that all peaks are covered, i.e.
there is at least one link to every peak, and the second is the case when there are uncovered
peaks. In the former case the cost is a weighted sum of the length error and the area error. In
the latter case the area error cannot be computed, so the peak error is used instead.

Definition 4.20 The cost function cost is defined as
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Here L is the weight for the length error and A is the weight for the area error. The peak error
doesn’t need a weight since it already involves multiplication with a constant.

4.4 Local search methods
There are many different ways of doing the local search, and we are going to investigate some
different algorithms described in [9] and [10]. This section is a presentation of some different
local search methods that we have implemented. As we already have discussed the search
space consists of assignments in our optimization problem. Thus, the problem that we will try
to solve by local search looks like this.

Definition 4.21 Given a set Σ  of links and a cost function tcos , we want to find an
assignment Σ∈σ , so that )()( 'costcost σσ ≤  for all assignments Σ∈'σ .
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Note that if we find an assignment σ  as in the definition above and if it satisfies the
conditions of a solution, then σ  is a solution of the optimization problem as it is stated in
Definition 2.7.

Exhaustive search
One way of performing a search is to generate all assignments and calculate the cost of every
one of them, and the result is the assignment with the lowest cost. This exhaustive search will
always find the optimal assignment, but on the other hand it can possibly take a lot of time
and memory to go through and evaluate all possible assignments in a cluster. Therefore, this
method is only useful for small clusters.

Standard local search
In the standard local search we try to find better and better assignments in many small steps.
First of all an assignment is generated, a starting point for the algorithm. If there are no
assignments in the neighbourhood of the starting point with lower cost, then that assignment is
reported as the result. Otherwise, an assignment with lower cost is selected, and its
neighbourhood is examined in the same way. The result of this algorithm will always be an
assignment that has no better assignments in its neighbourhood, a local minimum.
There are two different ways of choosing a new assignment (with lower cost) from the
neighbourhood of an assignment. Either one can choose the first assignment found in the
neighbourhood with a lower cost, or one can take the assignment with the lowest cost of all
assignments in the neighbourhood. These different strategies are called first and best
improvement respectively.
The local search algorithm can be used on clusters of all sizes, but it is not as reliable as the
exhaustive search. These local search methods may find assignments that are local minima,
but still far from the optimal solution. One way of improving the standard local search is to
start over many times with different starting points, and report the best assignment overall.
This is called a multi-start local search.
By making small modifications to the standard local search algorithm, new search algorithms
can be obtained. This is how the two algorithms below (simulated annealing and taboo search)
are created.

Simulated annealing
The simulated annealing algorithm is just a slight variation of the standard local search. The
difference is that instead of always choosing a better solution in every step as in local search,
an arbitrary assignment is chosen with some probability p. The value of p depends on a
variable T called the temperature as in the formula Tcep /−= . The temperature T is decreasing
with time and after a while the algorithm behaves almost exactly as a standard local search
algorithm.
The advantage of simulated annealing over the standard local search is that it doesn’t get stuck
as easy in local minima. For the simulated annealing algorithm to work, we have to have good
values on the probability p. This involves finding a good start temperature T, and a good way
of decreasing the temperature, which can be difficult.  It is possible to do a multi-start
simulated annealing, by restarting the algorithm with different start assignments.
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Taboo search
The taboo search algorithm is also similar to the standard local search. The idea is to, all the
time, keep track of all the search steps that are not allowed in a taboo list. Then in the
following step, the best neighbour is chosen even if it is has higher cost than the current
assignment. At the same time the taboo list is updated. The idea of the taboo search is to force
the search to go in a certain direction. For example, one can prevent the algorithm to go back
to assignments that has already been examined, by letting the taboo list consist of all
assignments that has been looked at so far. Since the taboo search may choose assignments
that are worse than the current one, one must all the time keep track of the best assignment
that has been found so far. It is possible to do a multi-start taboo search, and one can also try
an iterative method that uses the best assignment found in an iteration of taboo search as a
starting point for the next iteration. The stop condition for the iterative method could be that
no better assignment than the one that was used as a starting point is found.

4.5 Complexity
One reason why the optimization problem is hard to solve is that there can be a very big
number of assignments and solutions in a cluster. In fact the number of assignments grows
exponentially with the number n of t-genes in a cluster, as we will see in this section.
Let Nt,e be the number of possible links from the t-gene t under the enzyme e. Then, if the t-
gene t is expressed, it can be assigned to its peaks in

∏
∈ )(

,
tEe

etN ways,

where E(t) is the set of enzymes of all peaks connected to t. Since any t-gene may be on or off
in an assignment, the total number N of assignments is
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Since every t-gene has at least one link, we get that 2≥c . Thus nN 2≥ , so the number of
assignments grows exponentially with n.
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5. Missing t-genes
Some of the problems discussed earlier (in sections 2.6 and 3.2) concern the fact that t-genes
may be missing in the graphs. In some cases this can imply that there are no valid solutions,
where all peaks have t-genes connected to them, to the optimization problem. Since our search
methods require the existence of valid solutions, the problem of missing t-genes must be dealt
with somehow. This chapter is a description of one way to handle the problem.

5.1 The missing t-genes problem
In some clusters there might not exist any assignment where all peaks have t-genes connected
to them. This may for instance be the case if there are t-genes missing in the database, if there
are several variations of the same t-gene active at the same time, or if the pre-processing
merges too many u-genes (see section 2.6 and 3.2). If several variations of the same t-gene are
active at the same time, they can be matched to different peaks with the same enzyme, but in
our current model a t-gene can only be connected to one peak per enzyme in an assignment.
This can lead to the following situation:

     t-gene

 p1 (FokI)

 p2 (BbvI)

 p3 (BsmaI)

 p4 (BsmaI)

fig 5.1. A cluster with no solutions.

This cluster doesn’t have any solutions since a solution requires that all peaks must have t-
genes assigned to them (see Definition 2.4). Because p3 and p4 have the same enzyme in the
example above the t-gene cannot be connected to both. This is just a simple example of the
general problem:

For a set of peaks PeaksS ⊆  with the same enzyme, let { }Σ∈∈∃∈= ),(:: ptSpTgenestTS .
(So ST  is the set of all t-genes that might be connected to the peaks in S.) There are no
solutions for a cluster if there exists a set PeaksS ⊆  with the same enzyme such that

STS > .

Somehow this problem must be dealt with. Just ignoring it would mean that as soon as there is
a cluster where it’s not possible to assign t-genes to all peaks, the only result we would get is
that there are no solutions to this cluster. What we want is a way to find as good solutions as
possible, even for all clusters where all peaks cannot have t-genes assigned to them.
One way to overcome this problem is simply to omit the condition that all peaks should have
t-genes assigned. If there is an assignment where there are peaks without t-genes, such
assignments will have bigger area errors, so they will be avoided. This is a simple way of
solving the problem. However, this approach has several drawbacks:
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The condition that all peaks must have t-genes assigned to them makes it possible to
immediately dismiss many solutions. Typically, this condition allows the solver to skip
between 50-90% of the assignments, without doing the costly approximation of the expression
levels. This speeds up the program considerably.
Moreover, some methods of evaluating the assignments require that all peaks have t-genes
assigned to them. The log-normal function for the area error (see Definition 4.16), for
instance, looks like:

∑
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Here pA  is the measured area of the peak p, and pE  is the expected area, that is

∑
∈

=
Tgenest

tptp ElE ,

where tE  is the expression level of the t-gene t, and 1, =ptl  if σ∈),( pt and 0 otherwise. So if

there are no links to a peak p, 0=pE , we get ∞=Cost . This complicates things when the
log-normal area error function is used and there are peaks with no t-genes assigned to them.

5.2 Introducing new t-genes
Another way to deal with the problem is to introduce new t-genes. This is the method
implemented in the program. The idea is that if there are uncovered peaks, it is because there
are t-genes missing the database, or because several variations of the same t-gene are active at
the same time. In the method described below a new concept is introduced: an added t-gene.
An added t-gene is a t-gene that is introduced when we discover that there are no solutions to
a cluster using only the t-genes from the database. The other t-genes, that were given as indata
to the program, will from now on be called original t-genes.
In each assignment an added t-gene can either be a completely new, unknown t-gene, or a
variation of one of the original t-genes in the cluster. If an added t-gene is a variation of an
original t-gene, this could mean one of two things. Either that the two genes actually represent
variations of the same t-gene (as in fig 2.15), or that they are two different t-genes that have
been merged by mistake in the pre-processing step. As shown below, the search algorithm
becomes a bit more complicated when we are dealing with added t-genes.

1) First try to solve the optimization problem the normal way. This will either give an
assignment where all peaks are covered, in which case we are finished, or an assignment
with uncovered peaks.

2) If there are uncovered peaks in the resulting assignment, introduce some added t-genes.

3) Redo the search, now with the added t-genes. This will require some changes in the
mathematical model of the search space, and some new operators.

4) As long as there are still uncovered peaks, repeat steps 2), 3) and 4).

It is important to notice that this method can only approximate what the t-genes should look
like in a cluster. We can never be sure that this approximation is accurate, and it is easy to
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construct examples where the method fails. Still, the aim of implementing this method is that
is should work for most cases. The alternative is to omit the condition that all peaks should be
connected to t-genes. Because of the problems described above, this approach is preferred.
Below is a more detailed description of the steps in the algorithm:

1) First, try to solve the optimization problem the normal way, using the condition that all
peaks must have t-genes assigned. If we then find an assignment where all peaks have t-
genes connected, this assignment will have a lower cost than any assignment where there
are uncovered peaks. So this assignment will be chosen and the search will continue as
usual. Otherwise, if we don’t find any assignments where all peaks have t-genes, the
search will stop at some assignment. This assignment will typically be rather good, often
with as few peaks without t-genes as possible.

2) The next step is to introduce some new t-genes. This is done the following way: Let σ  be
the assignment found in the previous step. For each enzyme e, let eP  be the set of all peaks
with enzyme e, and without t-genes in σ . Let maxP be the biggest such set eP . (If there are
several sets with maximal size, let maxP be any such set). For each maxPp ∈ , introduce a
new t-gene pt .

Then we introduce the links for each added t-gene pt . In each assignment, either pt  is an

unknown t-gene, not present in the database at all, or pt  is a variation one of the original t-

genes in the cluster. In the first case pt  should have links to p, and to two other peaks.
These two peaks can be any peaks with different enzymes than that of p, and they can be
in any cluster. Since there are usually thousands of clusters, it’s very hard to tell which
two other peaks pt  is connected to. A simple way of dealing with this is to omit these two

peaks. So if pt  is an unknown t-gene, we assume that it only has the link ( pt , p).

In the other case we assume that pt  is a variation of some original t-gene t in the cluster. If

pt  is a variation of t, for every peak that pt  is connected to in an assignment, there should

be a possible link between t and that peak. In other words, pt  should only be connected to

peaks that t can also be connected to. This means that pt  can only be a variation of an

original t-gene t if t has a possible link to p in the graph. If pt  is a variation of such a t-

gene t, we let pt  have the links ( pt , p) and ),(),...,,( 1 npp ptpt where

• there are possible links ),(),...,,(),,( 1 nptptpt  in the original graph, and

• the enzymes of npp ,...,1  are all different from each other and from the enzyme of p.
• 1)( −= tEnzn  ( )(tEnz  is the maximal number of links in an assignment from t.)

Note that these new links are not simply added to the graph. Instead each such set
represents a way of assigning peaks to the new t-gene pt . That is, in each assignment
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where t is on, we will always have the link ( pt , p) and possibly also some links

),(),...,,( 1 npp ptpt where the conditions above hold. The penalties on the link ( pt , p) will
be set to some positive number, because we want to give solutions with many added t-
genes higher cost. The penalties on all other links from pt  will be zero, since we don’t
want the cost function to influence how the added t-gene is interpreted. If we would have a
bigger cost on the other links it would be bad to choose them, so it would bias the search so
that the added t-gene would often be interpreted as an unknown t-gene.

3) Now we will have maxP  new t-genes, and it will be possible to find a solution where all

peaks with the same enzyme as the peaks in maxP  have t-genes assigned. For this we need
to modify the mathematical model. Among other things we need some new operators for
the added t-genes. Three new operators are introduced: One operator, the on function,
changes an added t-gene t from an unknown t-gene to a variation of some original t-gene
t ′. Another operator, the off function, changes an added t-gene t from a variation of some
original t-gene t ′, to an unknown t-gene. The third operator, the flip operator, flips a link
for an added t-gene that is a variation of an original t-gene. (The changes to the
mathematical model and the new operators are described in detail in the next section.)

4) However, we still cannot be sure that it is possible to cover all peaks. When the search is
redone there is still the possibility that more peaks need to be added. The graph below
gives one such example.

           t1

           t2
 p5 (FokI)
 p6 (FokI)
 p7 (BsmaI)

 p1(FokI)
 p2 (BsmaI)
 p3 (BsmaI)
 p4 (BbvI)

fig 5.2. An example where it is not enough to add t-genes once. In the first round one of the peaks p2 and p3
and one of the peaks p5 and p6 will not have any t-genes. The maximal number of uncovered peaks with the
same enzyme is one, so one t-gene will be added. When the search is redone there will still be (at least) one
uncovered peak, so in the second round another t-gene has to be added.

If we assume that the search algorithm doesn’t perform too badly, we will at least find some
solution where all peaks with the same enzyme as the peaks in maxP  have t-genes assigned.
This means that if new t-genes have to be added, it is for some other set maxP ′ with some other
enzyme. So if there are three enzymes and the search algorithm isn’t to bad, the procedure of
adding t-genes will at most be repeated three times.
Eventually we will end up with an assignment where all peaks are covered, and with
expression levels for all t-genes. In this assignment every added t-gene is either a variation of
an original t-gene or an unknown t-gene. An advantage with our way of handling the problem
with missing t-genes is that we sometimes find unknown t-genes. This information could be
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used so that previously unknown genes are found and added to the database, but this requires
further development of our program.
Besides the modifications to the mathematical model outlined above, adding t-genes will
affect the complexity of the problem, increasing the number of assignments. The next two
sections describe the changes to the model of the search space and the complexity.

5.3 Mathematical model
This section describes some modifications to the model of the search space presented in
section 4.1. These modifications are needed when the added t-genes are introduced. In the
original model a cluster was represented by the sets Tgenes, Peaks, and Σ  (containing the
links). In the modified model the set Tgenes is partitioned into the sets Original (consisting of
all original t-genes, present in the indata) and Added (consisting of all t-genes added by the
program). Also, the set Σ  is extended into a new set of possible links, *Σ . Apart from the
three previous operators for the original t-genes, three new operators for the added t-genes are
defined.
In an assignment every Addedt ∈  can either be interpreted as an unknown t-gene or a
variation of one of the original t-genes. If t is a variation of an original t-gene t ′, the added t-
gene is written as ),( tt ′=τ . In t is an unknown t-gene, it is written as ),( tt=τ . Note that the
interpretation of t is different for different assignments. For example, in one assignment t
might be interpreted as a variation of an original t-gene t ′, in another assignment as another t-
gene t ′′ , and in third assignment as an unknown t-gene. Also note that the words ‘on’ and
‘off’ mean different things for added and for original t-genes.

Definition 5.1 An added t-gene Addedt ∈  is on as a variation of Originalt ∈' in an
assignment σ  if there is some link σ∈′ )),,(( ptt where tt ′≠ . Otherwise t is off.

Each added t-gene has a primary peak, to which it is always connected. This is the uncovered
peak in maxP  which t was introduced especially to cover (see section 5.1).

Definition 5.2 For each t-gene Addedt ∈ , there is a primary peak denoted tρ .

Definition 5.3 For each Addedt ∈ , there is a set tΣ  of possible links from t. Let

{ } { }enzymesdifferenthaveandand),(),,(:)),,(()),,(( tptt ptptptttt ρρρ Σ∈′′′∪=Σ

Definition 5.4 The set *Σ  is an extension of the original set of links, Σ . Let tAddedt
Σ∪Σ=Σ

∈

*

The definition of an assignment has to be modified, so it also considers added t-genes.

Definition 5.5 A set *Σ⊆σ is an assignment if all of the following conditions hold:

A) For all Originalt ∈ , either t is off, or there are exactly Enz(t) links ),(),...,,( )(1 tEnzptpt  so

that the enzymes of the peaks )(1 ,..., tEnzpp  are all different.
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B) For all Addedt ∈ , σρ ∈)),,(( ttt  and if there are any more links from t in σ , they are the
links )),,((),...,),,(( 1 npttptt ′′  where the peaks npp ,..,1  and tρ  all have different
enzymes, Originalt ∈′  and 1)( −′= tEnzn .

For the next three definitions, let Addedt ∈ , Originalt ∈′  and ),( tt ′=τ .

The operator offϕ ′  turns off an added t-gene t. That is, instead of interpreting t as a variation of
an original t-gene, t will be interpreted as an unknown gene.

Definition 5.6 Let { }ttptttoff ′≠′−=′ where),),,((linksall),( σσϕ

The operator onϕ ′  turns on an added t-gene t that was previously off. That is, if t was
interpreted as an unknown t-gene, in the resulting assignment it will be interpreted as a
variation of the original t-gene t ′. If t was on in the original assignment, nothing is changed.

Definition 5.7 Let 


 ∪

=′
onisif
offisif

),(
t
t

on σ
σσ

τσϕ τ

where { }),(),...,,( 1 npp ττσ τ =  is some set so that 1)( −′= tEnzn  and the enzymes of npp ,..,1

are all different.

The operator flipϕ ′  flips the links for an added t-gene t. If t is off the functions is undefined. If t
is on and is interpreted as a variation of an original t-gene t ′, t will still be interpreted as t ′ in
the new assignment, but with one link flipped.

Definition 5.8 Let 

{ } { }
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undefined
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Lemma 5.1 Let σ  be an assignment and Addedt ∈ . Then ),( toff σϕσ ′=′ is an assignment.

Proof: The conditions A) and B) in the definition of an assignment hold for all other t-genes
for σ . Since the function offϕ ′  doesn’t change the links from these t-genes, the conditions A)

and B) also hold for all other t-genes for the assignment σ ′ . For t we have that σρ ∈)),,(( ttt ,
and this link is not removed by offϕ ′ , so σρ ′∈)),,(( ttt . Since there are no more links from t
in σ ′ , B) holds for t in σ ′ . So σ ′  is an assignment.

Lemma 5.2 Let σ  be an assignment, Addedt ∈ , Originalt ∈′  and ),( tt ′=τ . Then
),( τσϕσ on′=′ is an assignment.
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Proof: There are two cases: If t was on in σ , σσ =′ , so σ ′  is an assignment. The other case
is that t was off in σ . Then the conditions A) and B) hold for all other t-genes for σ . Since
the function onϕ ′  doesn’t change the links from these t-genes, the conditions A) and B) also
hold for all other t-genes for the assignment σ ′ . For t we have that σρ ∈)),,(( ttt , and this
link is not removed by onϕ ′ , so σρ ′∈)),,(( ttt . We also have that the only other links from t
are those added by onϕ ′ , that is ),(),...,,( 1 npp ττ  where )(tEnzn ′=  and the enzymes of

npp ,..,1  are all different. Thus the condition B) is satisfied for t, so σ ′  is an assignment.

Lemma 5.3 Let σ  be an assignment, Addedt ∈ , Originalt ∈′ . Also, let p and p′  be peaks
with the same enzyme, and let σ∈′ )),,(( ptt . Then ))),,((,( pttflip ′′′=′ σϕσ  is an assignment.

Proof: The conditions A) and B) in the definition of an assignment hold for all other t-genes
for σ . Since the function flipϕ ′  doesn’t change the links from these t-genes, the conditions A)
and B) also hold for all other t-genes for the assignment σ ′ . For t there are two cases: If

tp ρ=′ , or if p′  is some other peak. If tp ρ=′ , we have that σρ ′∈)),,(( ttt , since tρ  is the
only peak with that enzyme that can be connected to t. Also, none of the other links from t
have changed, so B) holds for t for σ ′ , since it holds for σ . In the other case p′  has a

different enzyme than tρ . Then σρ ′∈)),,(( ttt  because σ∈′ )),,(( ptt and flipϕ ′  didn’t remove
it. The only difference between σ  and σ ′  is that a link )),,(( ptt ′ was replaced by )),,(( ptt ′′ .
Since p and have the same enzyme, there are still )(tEnzn ′=  links where all peaks have
different enzymes. So B) holds for the t-gene t. Thus, σ ′  is an assignment.

Lemma 5.4 Let σ  and *σ  be assignments such that

a) for all original t-genes t and all peaks p, *),(),( σσ ∈⇔∈ ptpt .

b) for all added t-genes ),( tt ′=τ , *),(:),(: στστ ∈∃⇔∈∃ qqpp .

Then there is a sequence of links 11 ,..., −mll  giving a sequence of assignments
*

1 ,..., σσσσ == m  where 1),( +=′ iiiflip l σσϕ  for mi <≤1 .

Proof: By induction on the number of added t-genes that are on, n.
0=n : If no added t-genes are on, by a) *σσ = . So the lemma holds.

1+= kn : Assume that the lemma holds for k added t-genes, and let 1+kσ  and 1
*

+kσ  be
assignments so that a) and b) hold. Take any added t-gene ),( tt ′=τ  that is on in 1+kσ  and

1
*

+kσ . Then kkoff στσϕ =′ + ),( 1  and kkoff
*

1
* ),( στσϕ =′ +  with the same k added t-genes on.

Since a) and b) also hold for kσ  and k
*σ , by the induction hypothesis we have that there is a

sequence of links 11 ,..., −mll  and a sequence of assignments kkk m

*,...,
1

σσσσ ==  so that

1
),(

+
=′

ii kikflip l σσϕ  for mi <≤1 .
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Now consider kk σσα −= +1  and kk
*

1
** σσα −= + . α  and *α  are assignments with only the

added t-gene ),( tt ′=τ  on, so we have that { })),,((),...,),,((),),,(( 1)(1 −′′′= tEnzt pttptttt ρα  and

{ })),,((),...,),,((),),,(( 1)(
*

1
**

−′′′= tEnzt pttptttt ρα , where ip  and ip*  have the same enzyme

for all )(1 tEnzi <≤ . Then the sequence of links ),(),...,,( 1)(
*

1
*

−′tEnzpp ττ  gives the sequence

of assignments *
1)(1,..., αααα == −′tEnz  when the flip function is applied to the links, one at a

time. Thus, by applying the sequence ),),...(,(,,..., 1)(
*

1
*

11 −′− tEnzm ppll ττ  we get the sequence

of assignments 1
****

1 ,...,,..., ++ =∪∪∪= kkkkk σασασασσ . Since 1+kσ  is an assignment,
all other elements listed in the sequence are also assignments by Lemma 5.3.

Definition 5.9 An assignment *Σ⊆′σ  is a neighbour of the assignment σ  if one of the
following conditions hold

a) There is a t-gene Originalt ∈  that is on, so that σσϕ ′=),( toff .

b) There is a t-gene Addedt ∈  that is on, so that σσϕ ′=′ ),( toff .

c) There is a t-gene Originalt ∈  that is off so that σσϕ ′=),( ton .
d) There is a t-gene Addedt ∈  and a t-gene Originalt ∈′  so that σσϕ ′=′′ )),(,( tton .

e) There is a link *Σ∈l  so that σσϕ ′=),( lflip .

f) There is a link *),( Σ∈pτ  so that στσϕ ′=′ )),(,( pflip .

The set of neighbours of an assignment σ  is called the neighbourhood of σ , and is denoted
)(σNeigh .

Lemma 5.5 Let σ  and *σ  be assignments such that, for all original t-genes t and all peaks p,
*),(),( σσ ∈⇔∈ ptpt . Then there is a sequence of assignments *

1 ,..., σσσσ == n  where
)(1 kk Neigh σσ ∈+  for nk <≤1 .

Proof: Let 
ioffoff ττ ,...,

1
 be all pairs ),( tt ′=τ  such that there is no peak p so that *),( στ ∈p ,

but στ ∈),( p  for some peak p, and let 
ionon ττ ,...,

1
 be all pairs ),( tt ′=τ  such that there is no

peak p so that στ ∈),( p , but *),( στ ∈p  for some peak p. By applying the off function on

ioffoff ττ ,...,
1

 we get the sequence iσσσσ ,...,, 10=  where ),(1 koffkoffk tσϕσ ′=+  for ik <≤1 .

By then applying the on function on 
ionon ττ ,...,

1
we get the sequence jiii +++ σσσ ,...,, 10 , where

),(1 konkonk τσϕσ ′=+  for jk <≤1 .

Now, for ji +σ  and *σ  we have that for all original t-genes t and all peaks p,
*),(),( σσ ∈⇔∈ + ptpt ji . Also for all added t-genes ),( tt ′=τ , we have that

*),(:),(: στστ ∈∃⇔∈∃ + pppp ji . Thus by Lemma 5.4 there is a sequence
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*
1 ,..., σσσσ == +++++ mjijiji  such that )(1 kk Neigh σσ ∈+  for mjikji ++<≤+ . Then we

have the sequence *
1 ,..., σσσσ == ++ mji  where )(1 kk Neigh σσ ∈+  for mjik ++<≤1 .

Theorem 5.1 Let σ  and *σ  be any assignments. Then there is a sequence of assignments
*

1 ,..., σσσσ == n  so that )(1 kk Neigh σσ ∈+  for nk <≤1 .

Proof: Let orgσ  be σ  restricted to only the original t-genes: { }Originaltptorg ∈∈= :),( σσ ,

and let { }Originaltptorg ∈∈= :),( ** σσ . Then, by Theorem 4.1 there is a sequence

orgorgorg i

*,...,
1

σσσσ ==  so that )(
1 kk orgorg Neigh σσ ∈

+
for ik <≤1 . That is, there is a

sequence of operations transforming orgσ  to org
*σ . By applying these operations to σ  a

sequence of assignments ααασ == i,...,1  is obtained. For the last assignment in this

sequence, we have that { } { }AddedtpttOriginaltpt ∈∈′∪∈∈= :)),,((:),( * σσα . Then, by
Lemma 5.5 there is a sequence *,..., σσσα == + jii  so that )(1 kk Neigh σσ ∈+ , for

jiki +<≤ . That completes the sequence *
1 ,..., σσσσ == + ji where )(1 kk Neigh σσ ∈+  for

jiki +<≤1 .

Besides the fact that every assignment can be reached from any other assignment, it is also
interesting to consider the maximal distance between two assignments. This distance is
defined in the previous chapter, in Definition 4.10. The following lemmas and theorem give
an upper bound on the distance between two assignments.

Lemma 5.6 Let σ  and *σ  be assignments such that

a) For all original t-genes t and all peaks p, *),(),( σσ ∈⇔∈ ptpt
b) For all added t-genes ),( tt ′=τ , *),(:),(: στστ ∈∃⇔∈∃ qqpp

Let n be the number of added t-genes that are on in σ  and *σ . Then nd 2),( * ≤σσ .

Proof: A sequence *
1 ,..., σσσσ == m  can be constructed as in Lemma 5.4. For each added t-

gene ),( tt ′=τ  that is on we have to do at most 21)( ≤−′tEnz  operations. For all n added t-
genes that are on we get the upper bound 2n.

Lemma 5.7 Let σ  and *σ  be assignments such that for all original t-genes t and all peaks p:
*),(),( σσ ∈⇔∈ ptpt . Then nd 4),( * ≤σσ , where Addedn = .

Proof: A sequence *
1 ,..., σσσσ == m  can be constructed as in Lemma 5.5. First, set all

added t-genes so that they are variation of the same original t-genes both in σ  and *σ . This
will at most take 2n operations, since each added t-gene may have to be turned off, and then
turned on again as the right original t-gene. Then, by Lemma 5.6 at most 2n operations are
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needed to complete the sequence. This gives total upper bound of 4n assignments in the
sequence.

Theorem 5.2 Let σ  and *σ  be any assignments, and let AddedOriginaln += . Then

nd 4),( * ≤σσ .

Proof: Construct the sequence *
1 ,..., σσσσ == n  as in Theorem 5.1. First we need i

operations on the original t-genes. By Theorem 4.2, Originali ⋅≤ 4 . Then j operators are

needed for the added t-genes. Lemma 5.7 gives that Addedj ⋅≤ 4 . Thus we get the following

upper bound for the distance: nAddedOriginaljid 444),( * =⋅+⋅≤+=σσ .

5.4 Complexity
Introducing added t-genes and modifying the mathematical model of the problem also
changes the size of the search space. In section 4.5 it was shown that the number of
assignments for a cluster with n t-genes was at least n2 . This section discusses the number of
assignments using the modified mathematical model from the previous section.
First, for every added t-gene t, let { }*),(: Σ∈′∈′= tt tOriginaltOrig ρ . That is, tOrig  is the
set of all original t-genes with links to the primary peak of t, or all original t-genes that t can
be a variation of. For every added t-gene t, let tε  be the enzyme of the primary peak of t. As
in section 4.5, let E(t) be the set of enzymes of the peaks connected to a t-gene t, and let Nt,e be
the number of possible links from the original t-gene t under the enzyme e.  Now it is possible
to give a formula for the number of ways to assign links to an added t-gene t:

1
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If t is a variation of an original t-gene t ′, the links from t can be assigned the same ways as for
t ′, except for the enzyme tε .  Under tε , t is always connected to tρ . Moreover, t can be off.
This gives the following formula for the total number of assignments in a cluster:
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As this formula suggests the number of assignments greatly depends on the sizes of the sets

tOrig . In the best case 1=tOrig  for all added t-genes t, meaning that each added t-gene can
only be a variation of one original t-gene. Then a lower bound on the number of assignments
is

nAddedOrignalAddedOriginal 2222 ==⋅ +
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where n is the total number of t-genes in the cluster. This is actually the same lower bound as
in section 4.5, before the added t-genes were introduced. The worst case is that

OriginalOrig t = for all added t-genes t, meaning that each added t-gene can be a variation of
every original t-gene. Here a lower bound on the number of assignments is

AddedOriginalAddedOriginalOriginal ⋅+=⋅ )1(222

which is even worse than exponential. Hopefully most clusters are closer to the best case
above, but at least this shows that introducing added t-genes can dramatically increase the size
of the search space in some cases.

5.5 Problems
It is important to note that the method outlined here can only approximate what the data
should have looked like. There is no way to guarantee that this approximation is correct, so it
is possible that the method will sometimes give the wrong answer. There are several reasons
for this:
When a new t-gene is introduced we assume that it is only connected to peaks in one cluster.
This is not necessarily true, since an unknown t-gene might be connected to peaks in several
clusters. In that case those clusters should be merged, and we might get a totally different
result. However, since we don’t know anything about the new t-gene, except that it should be
there, it’s impossible (or at least very hard) to check all clusters every time an added t-gene is
introduced. Instead we introduce a new t-gene for each cluster and ignore the fact that several
of those actually represent the same t-gene.
Another problem is that this algorithm is dependent on the assignment that is the result of the
search. If the search algorithm happens to find a local minimum that is not the global
minimum, this may cause to many t-genes being added, and this may lead to a totally different
(and wrong) solution. Also there may be several, equally good, solutions where all peaks are
not covered, and the search algorithm may just find an arbitrary one. This can lead to new t-
genes being assigned to wrong peaks. (That is, the set maxP may not be the right one, even if it
has the right size.)
Also, when deciding if an added t-gene was an unknown t-gene or a variation of an original t-
gene some information is missing. To be really sure of whether an added t-gene is a variation
of an original t-gene we need some more data: the head-frames and the lengths of the peaks. If
an added t-gene t and an original t-gene t ′ are the actually same t-gene, the peaks connected
to t and t ′ with the same enzyme should have the same head-frame and almost the same
lengths. In the current setup the information about lengths and head-frames is not available.
To overcome this some modification of the pre-processing provided by Global Genomics is
needed.
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6. Implementation
This chapter is an overview of our program GENOPT that solves the optimization problem,
and a description of how to run it on a .tfacts file. In this chapter we have only described the
parts of the program that we find important. There is more documentation in the source
code10.

6.1 Program overview
The program GENOPT takes a .tfacts file as input, solves the optimization problem for each
cluster, and writes the answer to another file. It consists of several modules, and this section
gives a brief overview of some of these modules and how they fit together.
The file solver.c contains the function main and is the starting point in the program. For each
cluster, the data is first read from the .tfacts file, by functions in the module parse. This data is
then used to build up the structure cluster, representing all information about it. This structure
is described in detail in section 6.2.
The next step, after the cluster is built up, is to decide which method will be used to solve the
optimization problem. The function solve_cluster does this, depending on the number of
possible assignments for the cluster and the number of t-genes in the cluster. The number of
assignments for a cluster is calculated with the formulas in sections 4.5 and 5.4. The search
methods implemented in the program are: exhaustive search, standard local search, simulated
annealing and taboo search. Each of these methods is described in more detail in section 6.4.
The modules local_search, bestimp, firstimp, randsearch, taboosearch, taboo and neighutils
contain the necessary code. Also, for all methods except exhaustive search, multi-start is
implemented. Multi-start means that the search functions are run several times with different
start guesses. The code for this is in the module multistart.
In all of the search functions we need to compute the cost for assignments, and this is done in
the module costfunction. The cost function is the same function as described in section 4.3,
and both the quadratic and the log-normal area error functions are implemented. The cost
function consists of three components: the length error, the peak error and the area error. The
length error is computed in the module lengtherror, and the peak error is computed directly in
the module costfunction. The area error is slightly more complicated, since the optimal
expression levels for an assignment have to be calculated. This is done in the modules
areaerror, conj_grad and areaerrorfunctions. The implementation of the cost function is the
topic of section 6.3.
When the cluster has been solved, the result is in the form of a structure candidate. If this
result has no uncovered peaks, the search is finished. Otherwise, if there are uncovered peaks,
new t-genes are added and the search is redone.
The search is complete when we find a solution where all peaks are covered. Before the
results are printed to a file, some additional information about ambiguous solutions is
computed. This is done in the module result, and described further in section 6.5. Once a
cluster has been solved, the whole process starts over again with the next cluster.
So far we have only mentioned some of the modules in the program. Section 6.6 contains a
summary of all the modules in the program and a figure that shows the dependencies between
them.

                                                                
10 The program is written in C.
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6.2 Data representation
In every step of the local search we need information about the current assignment and cluster,
so good representations of clusters and assignments are crucial for the performance of the
program. This section is a description of the data structures used in GENOPT.

Representation of clusters
In the implementation, the structure cluster contains all information about a t-gene cluster, i.e.
the graph of all possible matchings between t-genes and peaks, as well as some additional
information. A cluster is created when the information about all t-genes, peaks and links in a
t-gene cluster has been parsed from a .tfacts file. When the cluster has been built it is never
changed (unless t-genes are added to it) and finally, when a sufficiently good solution has
been found, it is removed.
The information about t-gene clusters will be used frequently in the search, and therefore we
have tried to construct the structure so that all necessary information can be extracted as fast
as possible. This has lead to some redundant information being stored in the cluster. The
representation of a cluster consists of several different parts, which are listed below:

• Information about the cluster size: number of t-genes, added t-genes, peaks, and links
• All the t-genes, peaks and links in the cluster.
• An array with all the peak areas, and the biggest peak area
• The number of assignments in the cluster
• A mapping representing all possible matchings between t-genes and peaks

The only complex structure in the cluster representation is the mapping with all possible
matchings. It is implemented as an array of t-gene mappings, where every t-gene mapping
contains all possible links from a certain t-gene under the different enzymes. This
representation makes it easy to get information about all links from a t-gene under a certain
enzyme.

mapping

t-gene mapping

T-gene 1 T-gene 2 T-gene n 

  T-gene

 linklist 1  linklist 2  linklist 3

fig 6.1  A t-gene mapping and a mapping. The linklists consist of all links from a t-gene under enzyme 1, 2 and 3.

The only time that the information in a cluster is changed after the parsing is when t-genes are
added. When t-genes are added, they are stored in the mapping in a special way. For every
added t-gene t, we store the link l from t to the peak p that forced t to be introduced in the
mapping. The peak p is called the primary peak of t, and the link l is called the primary link of
t. Apart from that the primary link is added to the mapping, it is also added to the link list.
Other changes to the cluster are that the number of added t-genes and assignments is updated.
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Representation of assignments
Since the set of all assignments form the search space, we will jump between nearby
assignments in every search step. Therefore it is important to have a good representation of
assignments so that the jumps can be done as quickly as possible.
An assignment consists of a link matrix and an added array. The link matrix holds information
about all links in the assignment, and the added array keeps track on which t-genes the added
t-genes are associated with. Both these data structures are described below.
The link matrix is a matrix with m rows and n columns, where m is the number of peaks and n
is the number of t-genes. As described in section 4.3, a link in an assignment between the t-
gene i and the peak j is represented as a 1 at position (i,j) in the link matrix. If there is no link
between a t-gene and a peak in an assignment, 0 is stored at that position.

             























001001
001100
000101
000111
100010

fig 6.2 A link matrix with 6 t-genes and 5 peaks.

The link matrix doesn’t have to be represented in the straightforward way, i.e. as a two
dimensional array of numbers. It is suitable to represent the link matrix in a more compact
way for several reasons. First, the matrix only contains two kinds of elements: 0 and 1.
Second, the link matrix is often sparse. Most of the elements are 0, and we know that there are
at most three non-zero elements in each column. Therefore the link matrix can be represented
as an array indexed by t-gene ids (columns in the original link matrix). Each element in this
array is an array of size three, containing the ids of the peaks connected to the t-gene (that is,
the rows where the 1’s are). If a t-gene doesn’t have links to three peaks, a special value (for
example -1) is stored in the empty positions.

1
2
4

0
1
-1

1
2
3

-1
-1
-1

3
4
-1

0
-1
-1

fig 6.3  The link matrix from fig 6.2 using the representation described above.

This makes it possible to represent a link matrix by storing n4  elements, instead of mn
elements as in the straightforward representation, where m is the number of peaks and n the
number of t-genes. The code for the link matrix is in the module linkmatrix. This module also
provides functions for reading a position in the matrix, setting a position in the matrix,
flipping a t-gene, turning off a t-gene and finding all peaks for t-gene, among other things.
The added array is a structure that keeps track of the added t-genes. There is one position in
the array for every added t-gene, where a t-gene id is stored. This id shows which original t-
gene the added t-gene is a variation of (see section 5.2). There is a special id indicating that an
added t-gene is an unknown t-gene, not associated with any original t-gene. The code for the
added array is in the module addedarray.
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Neighbourhood functions
A neighbourhood function is a function that given an assignment finds another assignment
close to the original one. As our mathematical model suggests (see sections 4.1 and 5.3) there
are three different neighbourhood functions, namely turn off, turn on and flip, all of which
operate on a t-gene. The functions are slightly different depending on whether the t-gene is
added or not, since we want the primary links for added t-genes to be present in all
assignments. How the functions (given an assignment) operate on a t-gene is described below.

The turn off function corresponds to the functions offϕ  and offϕ ′ . It turns off the t-gene t :
• If t is original, then all the entries in the link matrix representing links from t are set to 0.
• If t is added, then all entries in the in the link matrix representing links from t are set to 0

except the entry that represents the primary link of t. Moreover, the added array is updated
so that t becomes an unknown t-gene.

The turn on function corresponds to the functions onϕ  and onϕ ′ . It turns on the t-gene t :
• If t is original, then the entries in the link matrix that represent links from t to ipp ,...,1  are

set to 1, where ipp ,...,1  are peaks with different enzymes that t has possible links to in the
cluster.

• If t is added, first some original t-gene t’ that t will be a variation of is chosen, and the
added array is updated so that t is a variation of t’. Moreover, some peaks ipp ,...,1  are
selected from the set of possible links from t’. The peaks ipp ,...,1  all have different
enzymes and no peak has the same enzyme as the primary peak of t. Then the entries in
the link matrix that represent links from t to ipp ,...,1  are set to 1.

The flip function corresponds to the functions flipϕ  and flipϕ ′ . It removes a link (present in the
assignment) from a t-gene t to a peak p and re-assigns it to another peak with the same
enzyme:

• If t is original, then one of the peaks p’ that has the same enzyme as p is selected from the
set of peaks that t goes to. Then the link matrix is changed so that entry representing the
link between t and p is set to 0, and that between t and p’ is 1.

• If t is added, first the t-gene t’ that t is a variation of is taken from the added array. If t is
an unknown t-gene or if p is the peak that the primary link of t goes to, then no flip is
done. Otherwise one of the peaks p’ that has the same enzyme as p is selected from the set
of peaks that t’ goes to. Finally the link matrix is changed so that entry representing the
link between t and p is set to 0, and that between t and p’ is 1.

6.3 Computing the cost
The same cost function is used for all search methods. It takes the cluster, the assignment for
which we want to compute the cost, and a cut-off value as input. The cut-off value is used as
an upper bound on the relevant cost. If the cost is higher than the cut off value, we are not
interested in the exact value of the cost, just the fact that it is too high to be relevant. This
makes it possible to avoid costly calculations for assignments that are not going to be chosen
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in the search functions anyway. The choice of the cut-off value depends on which search
function is used. The output of the cost function is either just the cost of the assignment, or the
cost and the optimal expression values, depending on which cost function is used.
The cost function is computed the following way: First the number of uncovered peaks is
computed. There are two cases: either all peaks are covered or not. These correspond to the
two cases in Definition 4.20.
In the first case, when all peaks are covered, the length error is computed. This is done by
summing the penalties on all links in the assignment, according to Definition 4.11. If the
length error is bigger than the cut-off value we are no longer interested in the cost, so some
big value is returned. (Note that this value must be bigger than the cut-off value.) If the length
error is smaller that the cut-off value, the area error is computed, and a weighted sum of the
area error and the length error is returned (see Definition 4.20). How the area error is
computed is described below.
In the other case there are uncovered peaks, so the peak error is computed. This is done
according to Definition 4.19. Like with the length error in the previous case, the peak error is
compared to the cut-off value. If it is higher than the cut-off value some big cost is returned,
otherwise the length error is computed the same way as above. Then a weighted sum of the
peak error and the length error is returned. All this is summarized in figure 6.3 below:

0

return the total cost

             > cut-off

return some big cost

              > 0

peak error

     > cut-off              < cut-off

compute length error
return the total cost

compute area error

 nr uncovered peaks

length error

     < cut-off

fig 6.4  Computation of the cost function.

Computing the area error
In order to compute the cost function, sometimes the area error has to be computed. (The area
error is defined in Definition 4.17.) To compute the area error, the optimal expression levels
for the assignment must be calculated. This is done using the method described on pages 32-
38. Most of the code for this is taken from [8], chapter 10. The module conj_grad contains
this code. The only new code is a wrapper around the code for the conjugate gradient method,
which is in the module areaerror, and the area error functions, in the module
areaerrorfunctions. In this module both the quadratic and the log-normal functions are
implemented, but the log-normal error function is the one used.
The quadratic area error function and its gradient are given in Definition 4.13. The
implementation if the quadratic error function is straight forward, but when the gradient is
computed there is room for some optimization. The formula for the gradient (as given in
Definition 4.13) is:
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Here, for all peaks i, the expressions
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do not depend on tx , so they are the same for all derivatives. This means that there is one such
inner expression for each peak, and each inner expression has only to be computed once. This
reduces the complexity of computing the gradient from )( 2mnΟ  to )(nmΟ , where n is the
number of t-genes and m the number of peaks.
The same sort of optimization is possible in the implementation of the log-normal area error
function. The gradient of the log-normal function (see Definition 4.16) is
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Here, for each peak i, we get the inner expression
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which does not depend on tx . As in the case above each such inner expression has only to be
calculated once, so the complexity of computing the gradient for the log-normal area error
function goes down from )( 2mnΟ  to )(nmΟ . (Again, n is the number of t-genes and m the
number of peaks).
A way of further optimizing the functions is to make the data representation as efficient as
possible. The area error functions take the link matrix, the peak areas and the expression
levels as arguments. The peak areas and the expression levels are just arrays of floating point
numbers, so there is no obvious way to find a better representation for them. The link matrix
on the other hand can be represented in a more efficient way. Before each time the conjugate
gradient method is used the link matrix is transformed into two different data structures. Both
these representations are used when the area error functions are computed.
One way to represent the link matrix is as an array indexed by peak ids. Each element in this
array is a list of integers, containing the ids of the t-genes connected to the peak. An example
of this structure is shown below:
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1 0 0 3 0

25 1

fig 6.5  The link matrix from fig 6.2 represented as an array of integer lists, where each list contains the ids of the
t-genes connected to a peak.

The other way that the link matrix is represented is as an array indexed by t-gene ids. Here
each element is a list of integers containing the ids of the peaks connected to the t-gene.

2

4

0

1

1

2

3

3

4

01

fig 6.6  The link matrix from fig 6.2 represented as an array of integer lists, where each list contains the ids of the
peaks connected to a t-gene. Note that that there is no entry for t-gene 4, since it is not connected to any peak.

Also, the t-genes that are not connected to any peak are removed from the indata to the
conjugate gradient method. This means that we only find the expression levels for the t-genes
that are connected to peaks in the link matrix.
By representing the link matrix this way it is easy to loop over both all t-genes and all peaks,
something often used in the area error functions. Moreover, it makes it possible to omit all
elements in the matrix that are zero. This speeds up some calculations. For example, when a
sum over all t-genes connected to a certain peak is calculated, only a few terms for the t-genes
that are actually connected to the peak have to be added, instead of one term per t-gene, where
most of the terms are zero anyway.

6.4 Search methods
This section is a description of the different search methods that we have implemented, and
the pros and cons of each method. A general description of the search methods can be found
in section 4.4, and in [9,10]

Exhaustive search
In the exhaustive search all possible assignments are examined, and the best one is returned as
the solution. In our implementation, all possible link matrices are generated one at a time.
Since every assignment is represented by a link matrix, this in fact corresponds to generating
all possible assignments. For each assignment, the cost is computed using the cost function.
When the cost is computed, the cut off value is set to the lowest cost seen so far. When all
assignments have been examined, the assignment with the lowest cost is reported as the result
of the exhaustive search.
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The advantage of this method is that we are guaranteed to find the optimal solution, and
moreover it is quite fast since we have a low cut off value. One drawback is that all
assignments have to be examined, and this can take a lot of time and memory for difficult
clusters. (See sections 4.5 and 5.4 about the complexity). These problems make it impossible
to solve big clusters using the exhaustive search. This method is implemented in the function
exhaustive_search that takes a cluster as input and returns the assignment with the lowest cost
in the cluster.

Standard local search
Standard local search is described in section 4.4. Here, both the best and first improvement
strategies are implemented. The neighbourhood of an assignment is the range of all the
neighbourhood functions (turn off, turn on and flip) applied to the assignment (see section
6.3).
Moreover, the method can be multi-started, i.e. re-started several times with new start guesses.
In every new search, we only look for solutions with fewer or equally many added t-genes as
the best solution so far. This cut-off value enables us to stop a search when too many t-genes
have been added. The search starts with an assignment where some genes are selected to be
on, and the others are randomly selected as on or off. The genes that are selected to be on have
a special property. Each of them has a link to a peak that no other t-gene is connected to.
Turning off such a t-gene in an assignment always results in an assignment with at least one
more uncovered peak. Thus all these t-genes should be on throughout the entire search.
If the result of the local search is an assignment with uncovered peaks, then t-genes must be
added. The t-genes that are added to the assignment are turned off initially, and all other links
in the assignment are the same. Therefore the search (almost) continues from where it was
earlier, after t-genes have been added.
The methods described above for adding t-genes, finding start guesses and multi-starting the
algorithm are also implemented in the other local search approaches.
One good thing with this approach is that it is quite easy to implement. Other advantages are
that it quickly finds solutions, requires less memory than the exhaustive search and that it can
deal with large search spaces. The main drawback is that it often gets stuck in local minima,
and thus it may require a lot of restarts to find a good solution. This method is implemented in
the functions best_improvement and first_improvement. Both functions take a cluster and a
start guess as input and return an assignment.

Simulated annealing
The implementation of the simulated annealing algorithm is obtained from the standard local
search by making some small changes. The neighbourhood is the same in both
implementations, and also the way of doing the search is re-used in the simulated annealing.
The only difference is that random moves are sometimes made in the simulated annealing.
The probability of doing a random move is given by a parameter called temperature. A high
temperature represents a high probability to select a random move. Initially the temperature is
quite high. Then the temperature is decreased in small steps, until the temperature is low and
the algorithm behaves like standard local search. Also the simulated annealing may have both
the best and the first improvement strategies, and we have implemented both.
In our implementation we start with an initial temperature between 0 and 1, typically
somewhere near 0.5. The temperature is lowered after every step of the search. This is done
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by multiplying the temperature with a decrease factor. The decrease factor is the same
throughout the search, a number in the interval [0.9, 1].
Unlike the standard local search, this algorithm is not implemented with the multi-start
strategy. Hopefully, it is possible to find good solutions anyway, by choosing good values on
the temperature parameters.
The advantage of this method over local search is that it doesn’t get stuck in local minima as
easily. Moreover, it can handle large clusters. One drawback is that it is hard to find good
values on the temperature parameters, and this can require a lot of testing.
The simulated annealing is implemented in the functions sim_best and sim_first. Both
functions take a cluster and a start guess (either empty or random) as input and give an
assignment as result.

Taboo search
The taboo search is implemented with the same neighbourhood as the two other local search
algorithms, but otherwise it is quite different. At each step in the search we keep track on
some moves that are not allowed. These moves are stored in a structure called taboo list. A
common implementation is to let the taboo list consist of some of the latest moves, but here a
different implementation of taboo search is used, inspired by Kernigan-Lin’s variable depth
search algorithm [10].
In our implementation, every operation can be used only once on every t-gene throughout the
search. There are five operations that can be made on a t-gene: turn on, turn off and flip under
each of the three different enzymes. This means for example that a t-gene that has been turned
on and then turned off, can not be turned on again, and a t-gene that has been flipped under an
enzyme may not be flipped under the same enzyme later in the search. The taboo list is
implemented as an array, where every position holds information about the allowed operations
for a certain t-gene. The taboo list structure is shown below. A zero indicates an operation that
is not allowed.

t-gene id 1 2 … … … n
0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 … … … 1 0 0 0 0

  turn on  turn off  flip1  flip2  flip3

fig 6.4  The taboo list structure.

When generating start guesses there is a set of t-genes that are to be on throughout the search,
as described above. Since they should always be on, it is not allowed to turn off (or on) such t-
genes. This information is also in the taboo list.
The actual search is done by always choosing the best of all allowed operations in every step
of the search, even if the resulting assignment has a greater cost than the current one. This
ensures us that the algorithm searches through a big part of the search space. The search stops
when there are no more moves allowed. Then the best assignment found throughout the search
is returned as the result.
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         turn on       flip

      flip   turn off

        turn off
        start guess

     best assignment

               turn on               flip

fig 6.5  The steps in the taboo search.

The taboo search can be done iteratively, i.e. the best assignment found becomes a start guess
for a new taboo search. In our implementation the algorithm stops when no better assignment
is found, or when a limit on the number of iterations is reached. In the figure below, a black
box indicates the best solution in the iteration.

result
                third iteration

    start guess

                first iteration

       second iteration

fig 6.6  Iterative taboo search.

As for the other methods, multi-start can be used with the iterative taboo search.  This means
that the whole iterative taboo search is re-started several times with new start guesses.
The advantages with the taboo search is that it can handle large clusters, and it is not so likely
to get stuck in local minima since it covers a big part of the search space. A drawback is that it
sometimes can take a lot of time for the algorithm to finish, so it can not be re-started as many
times as the standard local search. The taboo search is implemented in the function taboo_iter
that takes a cluster and a start guess as input and gives an assignment as result.

6.5 Presentation of results
This section describes how the results of GENOPT are presented. One of the difficulties listed
in section 2.6 was that the optimization problems might be underdetermined, which can lead
to clusters having several optimal solutions. In such cases we would like the result to depend
on all of the optimal solutions, and not a single arbitrarily chosen one. To represent this
uncertainty, the expression levels of the t-genes are represented as intervals. Another
advantage with using intervals is that it makes it possible for us to compare our results with
the results from the mixed integer program [3]. How this is done is shown in the first part of
this section.
The output from GENOPT must then be post-processed so that it is presented on the same
form as the output of the mixed integer program. How this post-processing is done and what
the output file looks like is described in the second part of the section.
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Creating expression level intervals
To handle the problem discussed above, the expression levels of the t-genes are represented as
intervals [min, max]. Then we encounter the problem of finding good bounds on the intervals,
so that the intervals represent the uncertainty of the problem. It would be easy to set the
intervals if we knew all optimal solutions in a cluster, by just taking the minimum and
maximum of expression levels of every t-gene in all optimal solutions. However, we only
know one optimal solution, so a different approach is necessary. What we do is to start with
the assignment that corresponds to the optimal solution found in the local search. Then for
every t-gene t in the optimal assignment, we check all the t-genes that are turned off in the
assignment. If a turned off t-gene t’ has possible links to the same peaks that t has links to in
the assignment, we assume that we would get another optimal assignment if t’ was turned on
instead of t.  In this case the expression level intervals of t and t’ are set to the same thing,
with minimum 0 and maximum as the value on the expression level of t in the assignment. In
fact this allows both t and t’ to be on at the same time in the result. The picture below shows
an example of how intervals are created. In the example, only two t-genes are on in the best
assignment, with expression levels 10 and 20.

10 t-gene

20 1
2

   not active 3
4

   not active

assignment result

expression level

[0,10]
[20,20]
[0,10]
[0,0]

fig 6.7  An example of how the intervals are created.

Note that some information may be lost when the intervals are created. Instead of just a single
solution, a set of solutions is returned. In some cases, this set can contain solutions that are
worse than the original one. This means that the quality of the solutions that the program finds
can be improved by handling underdetermined problems in another way.

The .xml file
The output from GENOPT, when it has been run on a whole file is a list of all t-genes and
their expression level intervals. This output must be then transformed to the same form as the
output of the mixed integer program, if we want to be able compare the results of the two
programs. The output is an .xml file, where all genes and their poly-a sites are listed in
increasing order. An example of what the file looks like is given below.

   <geneExpression gg_gene_id=”113”>
     <totalExpression min=”100” max=”200”></totalExpression>
     <genePolyAExpressions numberOfPolyAs=”2”>
       <genePolyAExpression>
         <polyA position=”131”></polyA>
         <expression min=”100” max=”100”></expression>
         <polyA position=”484”></polyA>
         <expression min=”0” max=”100”></expression>
       </genePolyAExpression>
     </genePolyAExpressions>
   </geneExpression>

fig 6.8  The .xml file
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The post processing is implemented in the program result_gen.pl. This program basically
sorts and merges the t-genes into genes. (See section 2.3 for a definition of genes and t-genes.)
Then the output is written to a file in the .xml format shown in fig 6.8.

6.6 Modules
In this section all modules in GENOPT are listed, along with a graph with the dependencies
between the modules.

addedarray costconstants link nrutil taboosearch
areaerror costfunction linklist parse tgenelist
areaerrorfunctions exhaustive_search linkmatrix peak solver
bestimp firstimp local_search peaklist
candidate intlist mapping randsearch
cluster intlistlist multistart result
conj_grad lengtherror neighutils taboo

The picture below shows the dependencies between all modules in the program.

solverparse

tgenelist

tgene

peaklist

peak

linklist

link

cluster

mapping

exhaustive_search multistart

result

candidate

local_search

taboosearch

randsearch

bestimp

firstimp

taboo

costfunction lengtherror

areaerror

conjgrad

areaerrorfunctions nrutil

addedarray

linkmatrix

intlist
costconstants

neighutils

fig 6.9  The modules in the program.

6.7 Executing the program
There is a shell script, solve.sh, which first runs the solver and then does the post-processing.
To run the script one must be in a directory with a .tfacts file in a sub directory. Moreover, the
.tfacts file must have the same prefix as the name of the sub directory. Then the script is run
on the .tfacts file by typing solve.sh in the terminal window. The result is presented in a file
with the post-fix .xml instead of .tfacts in the same directory as the .tfacts file. An example of
how to run the program on the file mouse0.3.facts is given below.

bash-2.04$ ~/solve.sh
bash-2.04$ cd mouse0.3
bash-2.04$ ls
mouse0.3.tfacts mouse0.3.xml
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fig 6.10 How to run the program
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7. Results
This chapter is a presentation of the performance of our program compared to the mixed
integer method. The first section gives a way of evaluating the xml-files with gene expression
levels, i.e. the output from the program. In the following section we test the different search
methods and determine the final algorithm that we will use in our program11. This includes
some parameter fiddling. Finally, we evaluate our algorithm and discuss the results12.

7.1 Evaluation
This section discusses how our program is evaluated and compared to GENGREP, the mixed
integer method implemented by Mats Carlsson [3]. To measure the performance of the
program, the solutions it produces are evaluated. For this, tests cases supplied by Global
Genomics are used. Each case consists of simulated data in a .facts file, and an answer file
with the correct answer, on the same form as in fig 6.8. After a solution is returned by the
program (either our program or GENGREP), it is compared to the answer file, and some
measures of how close the result is to the correct answer are computed.13 These error
measures are defined below, after some basic definitions:

Definition 7.1: Let T  be all the genes in the correct answer. Note that by genes we mean
actual genes (the gg-genes in the database), not t-genes or u-genes.

Definition 7.2: For each Tg ∈ , let gF  be the correct expression level of g.

Definition 7.3: Let U  be all the genes in the result. The set U is called the discovered genes.

Definition 7.4: For each Ug ∈ , let gMin  and gMax  be the upper and lower bounds on the
expression level of g, as estimated by the program.

Definition 7.5: Based on T and U, define the following sets:

Let UTS ∩= . The set S is called the correctly discovered genes.
Let UTN −= . The set N is called the false negatives.
Let TUP −= . The set P is called the false positives.

In the definition above we consider all genes present in the result produced by the program.
But there are many genes for which we are not certain if they are expressed or not, i.e. we
believe that the expression level is in the range [ ]Max,0 . Counting all genes, including the
ones we are uncertain of, may give too many false positives. Therefore we also consider a
restricted result, containing only the genes we are sure are expressed.

                                                                
11 All tests in this chapter have been performed on the same SUN workstation.
12 The performance of GENOPT should be reproducible with any decent implementation of the method
described in this report. Some implementations may require more time and memory, but should give similar
results.
13 This is done in the program eval, written in this project with some code taken from [8].
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Definition 7.6: Let { }0:ˆ >∈= gMinUgU . Û  is called the strongly discovered genes.

Definition 7.7: Analogous to Definition 7.5, define the following sets:

Let UTS ˆˆ ∩= . The set Ŝ  is called the strongly correctly discovered genes.
Let UTN ˆˆ −= . The set N̂  is called the strongly false negatives.
Let TUP −= ˆˆ . The set Û  is called the strongly false positives.

The following two definitions give different performance measures, which are used when
results are evaluated.

Definition 7.8: One measure of the error is the relative number of false negatives. There are
two versions of this measure:
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Definition 7.9: Another measure is the relative number of false positives. It can be defined as:
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The error measures in the two definitions above only measure whether the correct genes are
present in the result or not. Apart from the right genes being present, we also want the result
to contain the correct expression levels. For this we need some error measure for the
expression levels:

Definition 7.10: Let ( )22

1
1 ∑

∈

−
−

=
Sg

gg MaxF
S

σ .

This is simply a measure of the sum of the squares of the distances between the correct
expression levels and the expression levels in the result.
There are two things to note here: First, we only consider the genes in S. This means that
fewer genes in S might give a better value on 2σ , for example 02 =σ  if ∅=S . Thus both

2σ  and the measures fn, sfn, fp and sfp are needed to evaluate the performance of a program.
The second thing to note is that we use gMax  as the program’s estimate of the expression

level for a gene. This is just an arbitrary choice; instead we could have used gMin  or

2)( gg MinMax − .

The number 2σ  in the definition above is a measure of the random error in the expression
levels. It is also possible that the programs evaluated introduce a systematic error when the
expression levels are computed. A new error measure is introduced to handle this situation.
The idea is to find two coordinates a and b, so that the distance between a straight line

Maxba ⋅+  and the correct expression levels F is minimized. If this new distance is smaller
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than 2σ , then the evaluated program has introduced a systematic error, which can be
compensated for.

Definition 7.11: Let ( )
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Here, the values on a and b minimizing 2σ̂  are the coefficients for the line gbFa + .
The algorithm from section 14.2.2 in [8] is used, for computing the coefficients a and b and
the error 2σ̂ .  If the values on a and b are similar for all files, then the program introduces a
similar systematic error. The systematic error can be compensated for, by modifying the
expression levels so that they are set to baMax )( −  instead of Max.
The measures defined above show different aspects of the difference between the correct
solution and the result. To get a good view of the performance of the program all these
measures are needed, and there is no obvious way to combine them or weigh them. But it can
be argued that although the expression levels of the discovered genes are important, it is even
more important to discover the correct genes, that is, to minimize the number of false
negatives and false positives.

7.2 The meta-algorithm
In this chapter we determine which algorithm to use when solving the optimization problem.
That algorithm will be composed by some of the search algorithms described in section 6.4,
and therefore it will be called meta-algorithm. We have done two kinds of tests in order to
obtain a good meta-algorithm. First, the performance of the search algorithms was tested
against each other on clusters with different characteristics. The results from these tests make
it possible to build a good meta-algorithm from the various search algorithms implemented.
After the meta-algorithm has been built, it was fine-tuned by trying different values on
parameters and comparing the results with the correct ones. This is done in a new series of
tests. The tests in this section have been performed on 16 different .tfacts files.

Comparing search algorithms

This is a presentation of the results that we got when we compared the performance of the
search methods from section 6.4 on different types of clusters. As shown in the table below,
the clusters have been divided into five categories depending on the size. We have used the
number of t-genes as a measure of big clusters, since it is time consuming to find the number
of assignments in such clusters. Note that the number of assignments in a cluster is greater or
equal to n2 , where n is the number of t-genes. For example, a cluster with 80 t-genes contains
at least 2480 102 ≈  assignments.

cluster type size
A 1-105 assignments
B 105-109 assignments
C >109 assignments and < 80 t-genes
D 80-1000 t-genes
E > 1000 t-genes

fig 7.1  The cluster types.
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All clusters of type A can be solved with the exhaustive search without any problems. It is
always a good idea to use exhaustive search on these clusters, since it is guaranteed to find the
best solution.
The clusters of type B are too big to be solved with exhaustive search, but still much easier to
solve than many other clusters. We have tested our local search methods on 20 different
clusters of this type, and the results are presented in the table below. For each method we have
counted the number of assignments that is looked at in every cluster and the time needed. The
cost is relative to the best cost found for every cluster. In the table, we have taken the average
over 20 clusters of type B.

method average
assignments

average
time (s)

average
cost

local search best improvement, 100 restarts 51657 18 1,03
local search first improvement, 400 restarts 39764 50 1,03
sim. annealing best improvement
start temp: 0.75  decrease factor:  0.99999

403254 41 2,12

sim. annealing first improvement
start temp: 0.75  decrease factor:  0.99999

151730 73 2,46

iterative taboo search, 5 restarts 33243 8 1,01

fig 7.2  Comparing search methods on type B clusters

We see that the taboo search gives the best cost even though the other methods take more
time. Therefore we will use taboo search on clusters of type B.
Clusters of type C have more than 109 assignments and less than 80 t-genes. The tests
presented below have been made on 20 different clusters of type C.

method average
assignments

average
time

average
cost

local search best improvement, 50 restarts 141047 92 1,06
local search first improvement, 150 restarts 248574 32 1,23
sim. Annealing best improvement
start temp: 0.75  decrease factor:  0.99999

1174414 102 1,85

sim. Annealing first improvement
start temp: 0.75  decrease factor: 0.99999

5764379 62 2,72

iterative taboo search, 3 restarts 118089 76 1,03

fig 7.3  Comparing search methods on type C clusters.

Here the taboo search also finds the solutions with the lowest cost. It is not longer fastest, but
the methods that are faster find much worse solutions. Therefore we will use taboo search on
these clusters too. The number of restarts will not be as many as for the clusters of type B,
since these clusters take more time to solve.
The type D (and E) clusters are very hard to solve in a reasonable time, and therefore we have
introduced a time limit on the search. When the time limit is reached, the best assignment
found so far in the search is returned as the result. That result will not be very good, since
there may be better assignments in its neighbourhood. We have tested our program on 7
clusters of type D with a 10-minute time limit, and the results are presented below. Simulated
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annealing and taboo search take too much time on these clusters, so they are not included in
the test.

method average
assignments

average
time

average
cost

local search best improvement, 5 restarts 823319 573 1,01
local search first improvement, 30 restarts 3844025 1616 1,04

fig 7.4  Comparing search methods on type D clusters.

Note that the average cost is less here than in the previous test. This is not because we find
good solutions, but rather that all solutions that we find have high costs. Since all solutions
have high costs, the relative cost will be quite small. We see that the local search best
improvement gives the best results, and thus that method will be used on clusters of type D.
The type E clusters are very difficult to solve. We don’t even expect to find good solutions in
clusters of this size, we just want to find any solution in a reasonable time. Therefore we will
use the fastest method that we have, local search first improvement without restarts, on type E
clusters. Even with this method the search can take a long time. On the largest cluster that we
have encountered (with more than 20000 t-genes) this method takes about an hour.
The meta-algorithm can be built based on the results above. The backbone of our meta-
algorithm will look like this:

cluster type method
A exhaustive search
B taboo search, 20 restarts
C taboo search, 3 restarts
D local search best improvement, 5 restarts
E local search first improvement, no restarts

fig 7.5  The different methods used in the meta-algorithm on different types of clusters.

Note that the taboo search is restarted 20 times (instead of 5 as in the test) on clusters of type
B, since the taboo search is fast on that category of clusters.

Fine-tuning the cost function
The next step is to fine-tune the meta-algorithm so that it performs as well as possible on the
test files. In the first test, we try to find a good cost function. As described in section 4.3, the
cost function is a weighted sum AL FAFL ⋅+⋅  of the length error LF  and the area error AF  (if
all peaks are covered). Changing the values of L and A can affect the solutions that our
program finds, so it is important to have good values on the weights. We have tested our
program with several different values on the weights on two different .tfacts files. In both
tests, the value on L was always 1.0, and the value on A was varied. The results have been
evaluated as described in section 7.1, so that the measures of false negative, strongly false
negative, false positive and strongly false positive genes are obtained. However, we are more
interested in minimizing the number of false positive genes than the false negative ones. The
reason for this is that we think that it is better to detect few genes and be sure that they are
present in the sample, than many genes that are not. Thus we have only considered the
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measures of false and strongly false positive genes in the tests, and the results are shown
below.
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fig 7.6  The number of false positive genes for different cost functions.
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fig 7.7  The number of strongly false positive genes for different cost functions.

The two tables above indicate that the value on A shall be quite low in order to minimize the
false positive genes. In fact we always obtained the least number of false and strongly false
positive genes when A was set to 0.01. Therefore, we chose the cost function to be

AL FF ⋅+ 01.0 .

Fine-tuning the pre-processing
Another parameter that can affect the performance of the program is the MaxD constant that is
used in the pre-processing when u-genes are merged into t-genes (see section 3.2). Four
different values on MaxD, (0,1,2 and 5) have been tried out on three different .facts files. This
produced 4 different .tfacts files for each .facts file. Then the GENOPT program was run on
the .tfacts files using the meta-algorithm and cost function  described above. The results from
these tests are shown below. The time is the number of seconds that the program needed, and
’error’ is the expression level error as in Definition 7.10.

MaxD fn sfn fp sfp error time (s)
0 0.0699 0.309 0.424 0.090 1423 601
1 0.0706 0.268 0.421 0.112 1087 726
2 0.0699 0.262 0.425 0.120 1169 567
5 0.0709 0.257 0.427 0.130 1193 559

fig 7.8 Results for a .facts file where 30% of the genes are expressed, with different values on MaxD.
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MaxD fn sfn fp sfp error time (s)
0 0.0064 0.2269 0.158 0.0264 3696 14496
1 0.0057 0.0918 0.168 0.0652 2403 6351
2 0.0110 0.0812 0.168 0.0708 2654 5531
5 0.0283 0.0980 0.163 0.0649 3558 5786

fig 7.9 Results for a .facts file where 50% of the genes are expressed, with different values on MaxD.

MaxD fn sfn fp sfp error time (s)
0 0.0166 0.205 0.0922 0.0384 3752 17288
1 0.0293 0.136 0.0906 0.0423 3002 5005
2 0.0379 0.131 0.0868 0.0434 3405 4419
5 0.0632 0.149 0.0809 0.0415 3942 4062

fig 7.10 Results for a .facts file where 80% of the genes are expressed, with different values on MaxD.

It is not obvious which of the values on MaxD gives the best result. The values 2 and 5 can
immediately be ruled out, since the give too many false negatives. When choosing between 0
and 1, we see that 0 gives fewer strong false positives whereas 1 gives better values on the
strong false negatives (the values on fn and fp are about the same). But since 1 gives a better
value on the expression levels, and on the execution time, we choose to set MaxD to 1. This
choice is not obvious and it can be argued that 0 could be chosen instead, especially if the aim
is only to minimize the number of strong false positive genes.

7.3 Test results
This section is a comparison between our program, GENOPT, and the mixed integer program
GENGREP [3]. All tests in this section have been made on a set of .facts files, which were not
involved while developing the meta-algorithm. The .facts files used in the tests contain
simulated data rather than experimental. Thus, properties of the .facts data depend on several
parameters in the simulation program. These parameters are described below:

• machine wobble – a measure of the length error (in percent) from the capillary
electrophoresis machine (see section 1.2)

• sequence wobble – a sequence dependent systematic length error (in basepairs).
• area wobble – a measure of the area error (in percent) from the PCR.
• unknown peaks – the number of peaks that were not detected.
• expressed genes – the number of genes (in percent) present in the sample.

These parameters are coded into the file names, as in the following example. It is a file with
machine wobble 0.15%, sequence wobble 2 base pairs, area wobble 0% and no unknown
peaks. 30% of the genes are expressed in the sample.

mw0.0015-sw2.0-0.5_aw0.0-up0.properties_generated_files/mouse0.3.facts

 The tests have been performed on the following .facts files14.

                                                                
14 All .facts files that we have performed the tests are different, even though they have the same name in the
table. Two files that have the same name have been generated with the same parameters, but on different
occasions.
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file filename
1 mw0.0015-sw2.0-0.5_aw0.15-up1.0.properties_generated_files/mouse0.5.facts
2 mw0.0015-sw2.0-0.5_aw0.15-up0.properties_generated_files/mouse0.5.facts
3 mw0.0015-sw2.0-0.5_aw0.0-up0.properties_generated_files/mouse0.2.facts
4 mw0.0015-sw2.0-0.5_aw0.15-up1.0.properties_generated_files/mouse0.5.facts
5 mw0.0015-sw2.0-0.5_aw0.0-up0.properties_generated_files/mouse0.8.facts
6 mw0.0015-sw2.0-0.5_aw0.0-up50000.properties_generated_files/mouse0.3.facts
7 mw0.0015-sw2.0-0.5_aw0.0-up0.properties_generated_files/mouse0.3.facts
8 mw0.0015-sw2.0-0.5_aw0.0-up50000.properties_generated_files/mouse0.8.facts
9 mw0.0015-sw2.0-0.5_aw0.0-up0.properties_generated_files/mouse0.8.facts
10 mw0.0015-sw0.0-0.0_aw0.0-up50000.properties_generated_files/mouse0.8.facts

fig 7.11 The test files used in this section.

The table below shows the performance of the GENOPT program on the test files, with MaxD
set to 1. The field ’error’ is the error in expression levels, as in Definition 7.10, ’a’ and ’b’ are
the coordinates in Definition 7.11 that minimizes the error of the expression levels.

file fn sfn fp sfp error a b
1 0.0045 0.0670 0.2175 0.1372 2168 586 0.87
2 0.0063 0.0934 0.1627 0.0604 2447 630 0.91
3 0.0045 0.1018 0.2785 0.0874 1946 435 0.96
4 0.0153 0.0844 0.2770 0.1822 2735 821 0.91
5 0.0234 0.1371 0.0657 0.0115 2832 889 0.95
6 0.0046 0.0839 0.4461 0.2825 2369 545 0.96
7 0.0045 0.0996 0.2433 0.0741 2108 547 0.93
8 0.0072 0.0109 0.0542 0.0430 2502 894 0.96
9 0.0071 0.0126 0.0479 0.0332 2494 877 0.94
10 0.0048 0.0140 0.0569 0.0439 2404 824 0.97

average 0.0082 0.0704 0.1849 0.0955 2400 704 0.93

fig 7.12 The performance of the GENOPT program.

The performance of Mats Carlssons mixed integer program, GENGREP, on the same test files
as before is presented in fig 7.1415.

file fn sfn fp sfp error a b
1 0.0055 0.0943 0.2109 0.1060 1910 325 0.81
2 0.0129 0.1045 0.1710 0.0605 2858 851 0.71
3 0.0045 0.1304 0.2740 0.0219 1350 102 0.90
4 0.0234 0.1034 0.2538 0.1578 2357 490 0.83
5 0.0823 0.1833 0.0488 0.0075 3018 864 0.73
6 0.0062 0.1162 0.3890 0.1871 1621 115 0.89
7 0.0038 0.1307 0.2319 0.0205 1598 182 0.87
8 0.0069 0.0140 0.0486 0.0276 1709 230 0.83
9 0.0071 0.0156 0.0442 0.0191 1860 276 0.81
10 0.0049 0.0126 0.0429 0.0280 1705 214 0.83

average 0.0157 0.0905 0.1715 0.0636 1998 364 0.82

                                                                
15 We have not executed the GENGREP program ourselves, so we don’t know the values of parameters in this
test.
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fig 7.13 The performance of the GENGREP program

The results above indicate that the two methods perform about equally well. The GENGREP
program has fewer false positives and strong false positives, whereas GENOPT performs
better when it comes to the false negatives and strong false negatives. Both programs tend to
find solutions where the expression levels are under-estimated, especially GENGREP. Since it
is most important to find good values on the false positives, and since GENGREP finds better
expression levels, it seems to be the better program, although the difference is not that big.
Hopefully, it may be possible to improve the results of the GENOPT program in several ways.
One is to do the pre-processing in another way, so that the indata to our program is always
correct. As it is now, some clusters may be impossible to solve due to the fact that u-genes
have been merged incorrectly in the pre-processing. We believe that a better pre-processing
could combine the low values of sfp for MaxD is set to 0 with the low values of sfn when
MaxD is 1 (see fig 7.8, 7.9 and 7.10). Another possible improvement is the way that under-
determined clusters are handled. In our current way of doing this, we may loose some
information about optimal solution, which could have a negative impact on the results. One
possible improvement is simply to omit the intervals and return the best solution found.
Another improvement, involving Bayesian statstics, is proposed in the genfunk paper [2]. The
ideas above suggest that there is some room for improvement of the GENOPT program.
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8. Summary
In this project a combinatorial optimization problem was investigated. The background of the
problem is a new method for global gene expression analysis, developed by Global Genomics
AB. This method involves experiments on a tissue sample, where incomplete information
about the genes is the sample is obtained. In order to find which genes were expressed in the
sample, this information has to be matched to a gene database. Since the gene database may
be incomplete and the experimental data may be both incomplete and noisy, there are often
many possible ways to match the data to the database. Finding the best such matching is an
optimization problem. In [2], several ways to solve this problem are proposed: mixed integer
programming, constraint programming and local search. A mixed integer solution has already
been developed by Mats Carlsson [3]. The aim of this project was to investigate the local
search approach.
To be able to use local search methods, first the search space has to be defined. Here, the
search space is a discrete set of assignments, where every assignment represents a way of
combining the t-genes in the database with the peaks in the experiments. It is also necessary to
define a neighbourhood relation on the elements in the search space, representing elements
that are, in some sense, close to each other. Moreover, a cost function has to be defined,
assigning a score to each element in the search space. In our model, the cost function is rather
complicated. In fact, computing the cost function involves solving a new optimization
problem, to find the optimal expression levels given an assignment. This is done using the
conjugate gradient method [8]. The actual algorithm used in the local search is a combination
of several different search algorithms: Standard local search (both first improvement and best
improvement), Kernigan-Lin’s algorithm and exhaustive search. (These algorithms are
described in [9] and [10].) To find a good way of combining them, several tests were
performed. This resulted in a meta-algorithm where different search methods were applied on
different types of problems.
The program implementing the local search, called GENOPT, was written in C. Most of the
program was written from scratch, except for the code for the conjugate gradient method,
which was taken from [8]. Another program written as part of this project is called tfacts_gen,
and does the pre-processing. 16

The evaluation of GENOPT shows that it gives almost as good results as the mixed integer
programming solution. The weaknesses of our program are that it tends to find too many false
positive genes, and that the expression levels sometimes are not as good as the ones found by
Mats Carlssons program. On the other hand GENOPT finds fewer false negative genes.
We have encountered several problems while developing the GENOPT program. The three
problems listed below are the ones that we think could improve the performance of the
program, if they were solved in a different way.
The first problem is that we don’t have access to the data that we need, i.e. t-genes. To get that
kind of information, one must make changes in Global Genomics’ pre-processing program.
Unfortunately, it has not been possible for us to do this. Therefore, we have had to settle with
our additional pre-processing, where u-genes are merged into t-genes. This should be seen as

                                                                
16 A couple of other small programs were written in the project as well: One was a program for formatting the
output of GENOPT, called result_gen. Another was the program eval, which compares the output produced by
GENOPT or the mixed integer program, compares it to the correct answer, and calculates some error measures.
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a temporary solution, since it introduces some errors. Probably, one would get considerably
better results if the .tfacts files were correct.
Another thing that could be dealt with differently is the problem with missing t-genes in the
indata. Both errors (in the database or the pre-processing) and biological circumstances
(variations of poly-A sites) can result in a .facts file where t-genes are missing. In our
program, new t-genes are added whenever this kind of problem arises, and that requires some
changes in the modeling of the search space. By adding t-genes, we get an approximation of
how we think that data really should have looked like, and this could sometimes introduce
errors. On the other hand, this method has an advantage since it could also be used to find new
genes that are not present in the database.
The last problem is the fact that some clusters may be underdetermined, i.e. there is not
enough information to solve them completely. We have chosen a conservative way of solving
this problem, where we return upper and lower bounds on the expression levels of the genes.
These bounds are quite generous and this can imply that the program returns worse results
than necessary. The main reason for using this approach is that it makes it easy to compare the
results with the mixed integer programming solution [3]. There are other ways to solve this
problem. One is to not create any intervals at all, and just return the best assignment. Another
method that uses Bayesian statistics is proposed in the genfunk paper [2].
To sum up, this project shows that local search can give almost as good results as the mixed
integer programming method, without using commercial state-of-the-art software. Moreover,
our results could be improved with for example a better pre-processing and a better way of
handling underdetermined problems.
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